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Abstract
Lithops is a genus of succulent plants that exhibits exceptional diversity in the colouration of its leaves.
The menagerie of leaf colours and patterns of the various species often bear a remarkable resemblance
to the stones which they grow amongst and this has long been assumed to represent a defensive strategy
that allows the plants to avoid the attention of herbivores. Similar rocks or ‘lithologies’ are distributed
patchily across the range of Lithops in a mosaic-like pattern due to spatially discrete geological
processes. Because camouflage (ie the use of information to fool predator perception and avoid attack)
is background-dependent, certain appearances will be optimal for camouflage in specific regions but
will be sub-optimal elsewhere. When natural selection favours different genotypes spatially this can
lead to a pattern of ‘local adaptation’, which is a pre-requisite for the ecological speciation model. It
was the aim of this thesis to assess whether Lithops are indeed camouflaged, as this has never been
quantitatively assessed and is believed to be rare among plants. In addition, I aimed to elucidate whether
Lithops are locally adapted, which would point towards camouflage as a driver of diversity in the genus.
Using digital photography techniques and a model of human vision, I found strong evidence that Lithops
are camouflaged and that they tend to match the rocks in their environment better than the soils,
although this depended somewhat on which component of colour was analysed (ie luminance versus
chroma). I also found that the luminance perceptual distances between Lithops and their backgrounds
are much larger than the chromatic perceptual distances.
Camouflage might also have played a role in Lithops diversification, as I found evidence of greater
camouflage optimization of local populations relative to intra and interspecific foreign populations on
different lithologies. Interestingly, optimization of local population camouflage relative to interspecific
foreign populations on the same lithology was found but not relative to intraspecific foreign populations
on the same lithology. This suggests gene flow counteracts local adaptation of populations within
species, or that camouflage relevant variation within lithologies shows a spatial pattern where it is more
pronounced across species ranges than within.
This thesis provides the first quantitative assessment of Lithops camouflage and its role in the generation
of Lithops diversity, and adds to a small but growing body of evidence that camouflage may also be an
important defensive strategy in plants.
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Opsomming
Lithops is 'n genus van vetplante wat uitsonderlike diversiteit in die kleur van sy blare vertoon. Die
menasie van blaarkleure en patrone van die verskillende spesies het dikwels 'n merkwaardige
ooreenkoms met die klippe waartussen hulle groei en dit is lankal aanvaar dat dit 'n verdedigingstrategie
verteenwoordig wat die plante toelaat om die aandag van herbivore te vermy. Soortgelyke gesteentes
of 'litologieë' is vlekkeloos oor die reeks Lithops versprei in 'n mosaïekagtige patroon as gevolg van
ruimtelik diskrete geologiese prosesse. Omdat kamoeflering (dws die gebruik van seine om
roofdierpersepsie te mislei en aanvalle te vermy) agtergrondafhanklik is, sal sekere voorkoms optimaal
wees vir kamoeflering in spesifieke streke, maar sal elders sub-optimaal wees. Wanneer natuurlike
seleksie verskillende genotipes ruimtelik bevoordeel, kan dit lei tot 'n patroon van 'plaaslike aanpassing',
wat 'n voorvereiste vir die ekologiese spesiasiemodel is. Dit was die doel van hierdie tesis om te bepaal
of Lithops wel gekamoefleer is, aangesien dit nog nooit kwantitatief beoordeel is nie en glo skaars onder
plante is. Daarbenewens het ek daarop gemik om uit te vind of Lithops plaaslik aangepas is, wat sou
dui op kamoeflering as 'n drywer van die diversiteit in die genus.
Deur gebruik te maak van digitale fotografie tegnieke en 'n model van menslike visie, het ek sterk
bewyse gevind dat Lithops gekamoefleer is en dat hulle geneig is om die rotse in hul omgewing beter
te pas as die grond, hoewel dit ietwat afhang van watter komponent van kleur ontleed is (dws helderheid
teenoor chroma). Ek het ook gevind dat die luminansie perseptuele afstande tussen Lithops en hul
agtergronde baie groter is as die chromatiese perseptuele afstande.
Kamoeflering kon ook 'n rol in Lithops-diversifikasie gespeel het, aangesien ek bewyse gevind het van
groter kamoefleeroptimalisering van plaaslike bevolkings relatief tot intra- en interspesifieke vreemde
bevolkings op verskillende litologieë. Interessant genoeg is optimering van plaaslike
bevolkingskamoeflering relatief tot interspesifieke vreemde populasies op dieselfde litologie gevind,
maar nie relatief tot intraspesifieke vreemde populasies op dieselfde litologie nie. Dit dui daarop dat
geenvloei plaaslike aanpassing van populasies binne spesies teëwerk, of dat kamoefleerrelevante
variasie binne litologieë 'n ruimtelike patroon toon waar dit meer uitgesproke is oor spesiereekse as
binne.
Hierdie tesis verskaf die eerste kwantitatiewe assessering van Lithops-kamoeflering en die rol daarvan
in die generering van Lithops-diversiteit, en dra by tot 'n klein maar groeiende hoeveelheid bewyse dat
kamoeflering ook 'n belangrike verdedigingstrategie in plante kan wees.
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Table 2.1 Results of four multiple regression models with Lithops-rock chromatic or luminance
distances calculated under two different datasets (average and nearest) as the dependent variable in each
model. Predictor variables used in each model were rock cover, rock luminance / chroma standard
deviation, Lithops-soil chromatic or luminance distance and rock-soil chromatic or luminance distance.
Lithops-soil distance predictor variables were calculated from the same dataset as the dependent
variable while all other predictors were calculated from the average dataset regardless of the model.
Values calculated from the average (avg) dataset used all rock / soil patches whereas values calculated
from the nearest dataset (nrst) used only the nearest 10% of rock / soil patches to Lithops. Regression
coefficients, their standard error and their significance are shown for each model.
Table 2.2 Results of a series of ANOVAs testing whether species is a significant predictor of Lithops
colouration. A separate ANOVA was run for luminance and each component (Y:B and G:R opponent
processes) of chroma. Species is an important predictor for all measured Lithops colour components,
suggesting strong phylogenetic signal in Lithops colour.
Table 3.1 Results of general linear models with Lithops luminance / chroma coordinates as response
and rock luminance / chroma coordinates and species as fixed effects.
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List of figures
Figure 1.1 Figure from Troscianko et al. (2009). (a) The target (white circle) ‘pops out’ from the
distractors because it is unique in its shape. (b) In a ‘conjunction search’ the time taken to find the white
circle generally scales with the number of distractors because it is not defined by a single visual feature.
That is, neither shape nor colour individually separate the target from the distractors, and spatially
limited attention is required to merge the features which together define the target. (c) black circles
show the search slopes associated with simple searches such as in (a) and white circles show search
slopes associated with conjunction searches such as in panel (b)
Figure 1.1 from Troscianko et al. (2009). Duncan & Humphreys’ ‘search surface’. Increasing distractor
heterogeneity and target-distractor similarity leads to steeper search slopes, ie longer search times for a
target given a certain number of distractors.
Figure 1.3 (a) Lithops otzeniana and (b) Lithops bromfieldii in their natural habitat. (c) Side-on view
of a dissected Lithops plant. Note the cone shaped leaves, flat-topped leaf face and chlorenchyma lining
the inner walls. Image (c) taken from user ‘yellowcloud’ under creative commons.
Figure 2.1 Introductory simulations illustrating the effects of patch diversity, frequency and overlap on
camouflage expectations. Dashed line indicates the position of overall mean reflectance of prey.
Figure 2.2 Plate showing the chromatic and luminance diversity of Lithops species. Top row of pictures
highlight Lithops chromatic diversity, bottom row highlights luminance diversity. A: bars give the mean
long cone catch (from which luminance is derived) of Lithops plants for each species across all
populations within the species. Points show the mean L cone catches for populations within each
species. Yellow bars are those species pictured in the bottom row. B: distribution of species in RNL
chromaticity space where Euclidean distances are an estimate of perceptual similarity / dissimilarity.
Yellow points show species pictured in the top row. C: boxplots showing short, medium and long human
cone catches for plants within the species pictured in both rows. Note, ratios or relative cone catches
affect chroma, while absolute values of long cone catches determine luminance. All cone catch values
are untransformed by the RNL model, ie. they have not been scaled by noise or log transformed.
Figure 2.2 A-C: Relationship between mean local rock and soil luminance and chroma (G:R and Y:B
opponent mechanisms) coordinates calculated from all rock and soil ROIs. Dashed lines indicate
equivalent rock and soil coordinates. Solid grey line is a best-fit line for the relationship between rock
and soil coordinates. The equation, R2 value, and p value of a regression run to assess the relationship
between soil and rock coordinates in luminance and chroma space is shown in each facet. D-F:
Relationship between local rock and soil population variance for luminance and chroma calculated from
all ROIs. G: boxplots showing distributions of rock and soil population-mean variances. Notice rocks
are generally more variable in colour, especially in luminance. Stars indicate significantly different
variance distributions across all populations according to a paired t-test. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p <
0.001.
Figure 2.3 Chromatic and achromatic (luminance) mean distances and 95% confidence intervals
between local rocks and soils. Stars indicate rock-soil mean distance is significantly (p < 0.05) greater
than one JND according to a one sample t-test after correction for multiple testing. Distances between
mean chromatic and achromatic coordinates calculated from all ROIs (ie. average dataset) within each
image form the replicates for the t-test. Dashed line indicates the theoretical contrast-discrimination
threshold.
Figure 2.5 The relationship between population mean Lithops and background rock and soil coordinates
in chroma (green:red and yellow:blue opponent axes) and luminance space. Rock / soil mean
coordinates are calculated from two datasets: the nearest dataset includes only the nearest 10% of rock
or soil ROIs to Lithops plants in luminance or chroma space while the average dataset includes all soil
and rock ROIs. Rows contrast the Lithops-rock and Lithops-soil coordinate relationships, while columns
compare the nearest and average coordinate relationships within a background substrate. The dashed
line shows the 1:1 relationship between Lithops and background substrate coordinates in colour space
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(ie perfect matching) and the solid line depicts the best-fit relationship. The regression equation, R2
value, and p value for the relationship between Lithops and substrate coordinates is shown in each facet.
Notice Lithops coordinates tend to be a better 1:1 fit to their nearest rock coordinates than their nearest
soils and tend to match their nearest rock coordinates better than their average rock coordinates.
Figure 2.6 Relationships between mean local Lithops-rock (LR) and Lithops-soil (LS) distances in
RNL chroma and luminance space based on two different distance datasets. The top row of panels
shows the distances calculated from all substrate ROIs in the population while the bottom row shows
the distances calculated from only the nearest 10% of each background substrate’s ROIs to Lithops in
each population. Left panels show distances in luminance space and right panels distances in chroma
space. The x and y axes represent mean distances between Lithops and local rocks and soils
respectively. Grey dashed lines indicate the theoretical contrast discrimination threshold. The black
dashed line represents equivalent distance between Lithops and either substrate with points below the
line indicating Lithops populations which are better matched to rock than they are to soil, while the
opposite is true for points above the line. Note the tendency for distances to be reduced in the 10%
dataset, and that most points lie below the 1:1 line of equivalent LR / LS distances in all panels except
for average luminance.
Figure 2.7 Boxplots of population-mean luminance and chroma distances between Lithops and local
rocks and soils calculated from two different datasets. Population-mean distances between Lithops and
rock/soil are derived either from the nearest 10% of rock and the nearest 10% of soil in each image or
based on all ROIs in each image. Stars indicate significant differences in the population-mean distances
to rock and soil according to a two-tailed paired t-test. P < 0.05 = *; P < 0.001 = ***.
Figure 2.8 Boxplots of within-image luminance and chroma distances between a single Lithops plant
and the mean positions of rock and soil in RNL chromaticity and luminance space. Mean positions for
rock or soil in each image were calculated from two different datasets: The nearest 10% dataset included
only the nearest 10% of rock and soil ROIs to the plant in chroma or luminance space in each image,
while the average dataset included all background ROIs. Stars indicate significantly (P < 0.05) different
distances between Lithops and the two background substrates according to a paired two-tailed t-test.
Bold stars are significant after p values were Bonferroni corrected for multiple (56) comparisons.
Median Lithops-rock distances are generally shorter than Lithops-soil distances, except for luminance
using the average dataset.
Figure 2.9 Relationships between Lithops-rock chromatic and luminance distance and various predictor
variables used in a multiple regression. All variables were calculated using all ROIs in a population (ie.
the ‘average dataset’). Only best-fit lines of significant predictors according to the regression models
(see Table 2.1) are shown.
Figure S2.1 The Lithops mean position is indicated by the dashed line while Lithops standard deviation
is shown in the top left of facets. Notice soils are generally darker, less variable and less common than
rocks.
Figure S2.2 Scatterplots showing the distribution of all rock and soil patches in chroma space for each
population. The mean chroma of Lithops is indicated by the black circle, while Lithops mean (G:R +
Y:B / 2) chromatic standard deviation is indicated in the top left of facets.
Figure S2.3 Relationships between Lithops species and their local rock and soil mean coordinates in
luminance and the two components of chroma space (green-red and yellow-blue opponent axes).
Coordinates in RNL space of Lithops and background populations are derived from the mean of all
ROIs in the dataset (ie. the ‘average’ dataset). Notice that populations within the same species tend to
cluster close to each other, suggesting similarity of Lithops and background substrate colouration within
species.
Figure 3.1 Chromatic (G:R and Y:B) and achromatic (luminance) densities of background rock ROIs
assigned to various lithology groups. The median values for each lithology are indicated by vertical
lines inside the density plots.
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Figure 3.2 Chromatic (G:R and Y:B) and achromatic (luminance) relationships between Lithops and
the nearest 10% of their background rocks. Points are coloured by Lithops species. Note similarly
coloured points often cluster closely.
Figure 3.3 Mean and 95% confidence intervals of population-mean luminance and chroma distances to
local (within site) versus foreign backgrounds (“home-away” criterion, HA – top panel), and to local
versus foreign genotypes (“local-foreign” criterion, LF – bottom panel).
“Foreign”
backgrounds/genotypes are categorised to capture distances within versus across lithology categories
for both populations within species (ie intraspecific) and different species (interspecific). Stars represent
a significant difference in distances associated with a foreign background / genotype category relative
to the local category at the 5% level according to a linear mixed model. Note distances to across species
categories are always significantly larger than distances to the local background, and distances in the
across lithology categories are always significantly larger than the local distances except for luminance
under the HA criterion.
Figure 3.4 Luminance and chromatic mean nearest JND distances and confidence intervals in human
visual space between each population’s Lithops plants and the rock backgrounds from the same
population (the local distances) as well as the rock backgrounds from two groups of conspecific
populations (within or across lithology). The lithology of the local population is indicated on the y-axis
labels. PMET = pale metamorphic, SED = sedimentary, CAL = calcrete, QTZ = quartz, MIX = mixed,
DIGMET = dark igneous or metamorphic. Stars indicate local distances significantly smaller than a
foreign group’s distances at the 95% level after Bonferroni correction according to a paired, one-tailed
t-test. 95% confidence intervals in the figure were obtained using a bootstrapping procedure (1000
replicates) on the distances in each group. Species represented by only one population in the dataset
(singlePops) have no foreign within species comparisons.
Figure 3.5 Luminance and chromatic mean nearest distances between each population’s Lithops plants
and the rocks from the same population (the local distances) as well as the rocks from two groups (same
or different lithology) of heterospecific foreign populations. The lithology of the local population is
indicated on the y-axis labels. A mean distance for each local plant image to all the rock images in each
of the foreign groups is a single data point in the foreign groups, meanwhile the local distance datapoint
is the mean of the distances between that plant and all the rock images in the same population (the local
and foreign distances are to the same plant and are thus paired). PMET = pale metamorphic, SED =
sedimentary, CAL = calcrete, QTZ = quartz, MIX = mixed, DIGMET = dark igneous or metamorphic.
Stars indicate local distances significantly smaller than a foreign group’s distances at the 95% level
after Bonferroni correction according to a paired, one-tailed t-test. 95% confidence intervals in the
figure were obtained using a bootstrapping procedure (1000 replicates) on the distances in each group.
Figure S3.1 2D density plots showing the distribution of lithology category ROIs in chroma space.
Figure S3.2 Relationship between Lithops and the nearest 10% of rocks in chroma (G:R and Y:B) and
luminance broken down by species.
Figure S3.3 Density distributions of local Lithops, rocks and soils luminance values weighted by the
frequency or count of each substrate (y-axis does not represent actual counts). Thus, the densities are
similar to a smoothed histogram.
Figure S3.4 Densities of Lithops, rocks and soils green-red opponent values within each population.
Densities of each substrate are scaled by the counts for each substrate. Thus, the densities are similar to
a smoothed histogram.
Figure S3.5 Densities of Lithops, rocks and soils yellow-blue opponent scores in each population.
Densities are scaled by counts for each substrate, such that they are akin to histograms.
Figure S3.6 Luminance and chromatic mean nearest distances and confidence intervals between each
population’s rocks and the plants from the same population (the local distances) as well as the plants
from two groups of foreign populations (within or across lithology) conspecific to the local species. The
lithology of the local population is indicated on the y-axis labels. A mean distance for each local rock
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image to all the plant images in a particular foreign group is a single data point in the foreign group,
meanwhile the local distance datapoint is the mean of the distances between that rock image and all the
plants in the same population (the local and foreign distances are to the same rock image and are thus
paired). PMET = pale metamorphic, SED = sedimentary, CAL = calcrete, QTZ = quartz, MIX = mixed,
DIGMET = dark igneous or metamorphic. Stars indicate local distances significantly smaller than a
foreign group’s distances at the 95% level after Bonferroni correction according to a paired, one-tailed
t-test. 95% confidence intervals in the figure were obtained using a bootstrapping procedure (1000
replicates) on the distances in each group. Species represented by only one population in the dataset
(singlePops) have no foreign within species comparisons.
Figure S3.7 Luminance and chromatic mean nearest distances and confidence intervals between each
population’s rocks and the plants from the same population (the local distances) as well as the plants
from two groups (within or across lithology) of heterospecific foreign populations. The lithology of the
local population is indicated on the y-axis labels. A mean distance for each local rock image to all the
plant images in a particular foreign group is a single data point in the foreign groups, meanwhile the
local distance datapoint is the mean of the distances between that rock image and all the plants in the
same population (the local and foreign distances are to the same rock image and are thus paired). PMET
= pale metamorphic, SED = sedimentary, CAL = calcrete, QTZ = quartz, MIX = mixed, DIGMET =
dark igneous or metamorphic. Stars indicate local distances significantly smaller than a foreign group’s
distances at the 95% level after Bonferroni correction according to a paired, one-tailed t-test. 95%
confidence intervals in the figure were obtained using a bootstrapping procedure (1000 replicates) on
the distances in each group.
Figure S3.8 Chromatic and achromatic distances between plant populations and their home background
(red points) as well as every foreign background in the dataset (open circles). Dashed line indicates the
theoretical discrimination threshold. Site lithology codes: PMET = pale metamorphic, SED =
sedimentary, CAL = calcrete, QTZ = quartz, MIX = mixed, DIGMET = dark igneous or metamorphic.
Figure S3.9 Chromatic and achromatic distances between a background and its local plant population
(red point) as well as every foreign plant population in the dataset (open circles). Dashed line
indicates the theoretical discrimination threshold. Site lithology codes: PMET = pale metamorphic,
SED = sedimentary, CAL = calcrete, QTZ = quartz, MIX = mixed, DIGMET = dark igneous or
metamorphic.
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Chapter 1: Literature review
Introduction
Organismal colour patterns serve a range of functions including intraspecific signaling, predator
avoidance and thermoregulation (Endler, 1978). Camouflage is a predator avoidance strategy which
involves the use of visual information (eg. colour) by prey to exploit (at least) two important functions
of predator visual systems, namely ‘detection’ and ‘recognition’ (Cuthill, 2019). While camouflage has
generated much interest over the years, most research has focused on the role of animal colour patterns
in camouflage, with very little research on camouflage in plants (Cuthill, 2019). However, it has long
been speculated that the appearance of Lithops ‘stone’ plants, a genus of succulents distributed across
Southern Africa, serves as an adaptation to avoid predation (Cole, 1988). Whether Lithops is a rare (and
spectacular) example of plant camouflage, the mechanistic basis of this camouflage, and its role in
producing the current diversity of the genus are the topics of this review.
Because this thesis focuses on visual camouflage (camouflage can also apply to other sensory
modalities), I will first explain the physical properties of light that are relevant to camouflage. As noted
by Cuthill (2019), one cannot fully understand camouflage and the function of prey colouration by only
assessing the physical properties of the light reaching a predator’s eye, because it is the neuronal
processing of this light by predator sensory systems which camouflage targets, and this can vary
considerably across different species. Thus, I will also briefly discuss the important types of information
extracted from light and how this is encoded by predator visual systems. The next section focuses on
the ‘types’ of camouflage which are most well-known and relevant to this thesis, in addition to another
type of camouflage which is often overlooked but I believe to be an important component of camouflage
in Lithops. I then focus on the anecdotal evidence of Lithops as a rare example of camouflage in plants
and how camouflage might have driven diversification and affected taxonomic classification of Lithops.
Finally, I briefly outline the two data chapters included in this thesis.

Visual systems
Natural light can be described by its intensity as a function of its wavelength, with units
photons/s/cm2/nm (Cronin et al., 2014). The properties of the light reaching the eye of a predator are
determined by the properties of the major source of light illuminating a scene (ie. the illuminant), which
is generally the sun in daylight conditions, and its interaction with the reflectance properties of objects
in a scene. The material properties of object surfaces give them a characteristic ‘absorption spectrum’,
which is the fraction of incident light from the illuminant absorbed at different wavelengths. Thus,
surfaces which do not reflect 100% of the illuminating light change the intensity of light reaching the
eye and surfaces which do not reflect light evenly across the visible spectrum change the spectral
composition (the relative intensity at different wavelengths) of light that reaches the eye (Cronin et al.,
2014). It is the absorption spectrum of surfaces and objects rather than the properties of the reflected
light which are stable and of interest to organisms (Troscianko et al., 2009). The light reflecting from
an object’s surface and reaching a predator’s eye varies strongly depending on the illumination
spectrum, which in the case of sunlight changes over the course of the day, and visual systems are often
designed to discount the effects of changing illumination using colour constancy (Troscianko et al.,
2009).
Upon reaching the eye light stimulates visual pigments which are made up of two important molecules,
opsin and its chromophore (usually retinal), which determine the spectral sensitivity of the
photopigment (ie the wavelengths of light it is sensitive to) (Loew, 1995). When a photon is captured
by an opsin, it triggers a biochemical change in its associated chromophore which eventually leads to
cell depolarization and a neuronal impulse (Cronin et al., 2014). Note that visual pigments do not
respond linearly to incoming light, but rather the relationship is log-linear due to the nature of the
chemical reactions involved. This has important implications for perception: a small increase in light
1
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which is at low intensity will be perceived as larger than the same increase in light which is at a high
intensity (Sterling & Laughlin, 2015). Stated differently, perceptual changes in light intensity are
proportional to the physical changes in light intensity relative to the mean light intensity. It is for this
reason that models of vision such as the Receptor Noise Limited (RNL) model (Vorobyev & Osorio,
1998) log-transform photon-catches of photoreceptors.
Photopigments do not exist on their own but are stacked in specialized cells known as photoreceptors.
Most vertebrates possess two different types of photoreceptors, rods and cones. Cones are specialized
for vision in photopic (daylight) conditions, and each cone cell usually contains a single type of opsin
maximally sensitive to certain wavelengths of light (Hart, 2001). A retina can have multiple classes of
photoreceptor, each containing a particular opsin type, allowing these photoreceptors to respond
preferentially to different wavelengths of light. This differential sensitivity of certain cone classes
allows measurement of the intensity of different wavelengths of light, and different relative stimulations
of cone classes suggest differently shaped light spectra (Cronin et al., 2014). It is the measurement of
these ‘spectral differences’ of light which underlie perception of ‘chroma’ in visual systems. Chroma
can be further subdivided into ‘hue’ and ‘saturation’ components, where hue refers to the ‘category’ of
colour (eg. yellow, blue or green) and saturation to the colour’s distance from the grey point (van den
Berg, 2020). On the other hand, perception of luminance (‘brightness’ or achromatic vision) is provided
by comparing changes in absolute stimulation of a certain cone class at different regions of the visual
field.
To understand chromatic and achromatic vision it is also important to account for a subsequent stage of
visual processing by (in the case of primates) retinal ganglion cells. Signals from cone cell classes are
compared by these donut-shaped cells with ‘ON’ and ‘OFF’ centre-surround properties, which allows
for chromatic and luminance contrast perception. Ganglion cells processing luminance information are
sensitive to changes in light intensity over space (ie luminance contrast) while ganglion cells processing
chromatic information are sensitive to spectral changes in space (ie chromatic contrast) (de Valois et
al., 2006). In humans two types of ganglion cells are involved in the perception of chromatic contrasts:
One type compares the blue photoreceptor signal to the combination of green and red signals (the
yellow-blue opponent mechanism) and another type compares the green photoreceptor signal to the red
(green-red opponent mechanism) (de Valois et al., 2006). Although the cells involved in contrast
perception are not the same across all visual systems, colour opponent processing is believed to be a
common strategy for encoding chromatic contrasts across most visual systems (Buchsbaum &
Gottschalk, 1983; Kelber et al., 2003) and is an important assumption in many models of animal vision
(Vorobyev & Osorio, 1998).
The ability of visual systems to detect luminance and chromatic contrasts is often assumed to be set by
noise which arises in the photoreceptors. Single photoreceptors can signal spontaneously in the absence
of light (ie ‘dark noise’) (Sterling & Laughlin, 2015). However, signals can be pooled across
photoreceptors of a given class, raising the signal-to-noise ratio for that particular channel. This is the
assumption made by the widely-used receptor-noise-limited (RNL) model of chroma and luminance
vision (Vorobyev & Osorio, 1998). By measuring the noise associated with a single photoreceptor of a
given class and estimating its relative density (compared to the other cone classes) one can determine
whether two stimuli will be chromatically or achromatically discriminable to a particular animal. One
also needs to know the spectral sensitivities of the animal’s cones and which cones are used for
luminance vision (Vorobyev & Osorio, 1998; Siddiqi et al., 2004).
In addition to luminance and chroma, visual systems also extract spatial or ‘pattern’ information from
scenes. Whether a visual system can detect the spatial arrangement of colour and luminance (ie its visual
acuity) depends on the viewing distance of the predator, the focal length of its eye and the diameter of
the eyes photoreceptors (among other factors) (Cronin et al., 2014).
Humans are trichromatic meaning we have three classes of photoreceptor (blue, green, red or short,
medium, long) with peak sensitivities tuned to different parts of the electromagnetic spectrum (Hofer
et al., 2005; Jacobs et al., 1996). Human vision is unusual in that the cones (particularly the M and L)
are not evenly spaced across the spectrum, limiting the number of colours that can be seen. Because
humans combine the signals of the M and L cones for luminance vision, the extensive overlap may
2
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reflect a trade-off between chromatic and luminance sensitivity (Cronin et al., 2014). On the other hand,
birds are often tetrachromatic (have four cones) and are thought to have far better chromatic vision than
humans, due to oil droplets which filter light providing finer spectral tuning of cones, even spacing of
their cones and having cones sensitive to UV wavelengths which humans and other primates lack
(Bowmaker et al., 1997; Hart, 2001; Vorobyev et al., 1998). Thus, while human vision is similar to
other primates, it can be vastly divergent from other lineages, such as birds or dichromatic ungulates.

Types of camouflage
As mentioned earlier, camouflage is the use of visual information by prey which reduce the likelihood
of their capture by exploiting a predator’s sensory or cognitive processes. Traditionally, types of
camouflage were defined based on the appearances of the prey. However, in recent years focus has
shifted away from the appearance of prey and towards the cognitive and sensory processes of the
predator which the appearances are adapted to exploit (Merilaita et al., 2017). Quoting from the
excellent review of Cuthill & Troscianko (2011), “How you ‘break’ camouflage revolves around two
of the major issues in visual perception, target-background segmentation and object recognition, but
under precisely the conditions where this task is most difficult”. Thus, most types of camouflage are
assumed to target one or both of these mechanisms.

Background matching
Background matching is probably the most well-known ‘type’ of camouflage, and has been suggested
as the mechanism underlying famous examples of natural selection acting on colouration, for example,
industrial melanism in the peppered moth (Cook & Saccheri, 2013). Background matching is thought
to exploit target-background segmentation (Merilaita & Stevens, 2011; Merilaita et al., 2017). Animals
have specialized cells (‘edge detectors’) (Hubel & Wiesel, 1959) devoted to sensing object edges to
allow reconstruction of object outlines. Edge detectors rely on abrupt spectral or intensity changes to
reconstruct outlines of objects (Troscianko et al., 2009). Endler’s (1978) definition of background
matching is probably the best known and most often cited. Endler stated that, for a colour pattern to be
considered cryptic, it should resemble a random sample of the background in the microhabitat where
the prey is most likely to be exposed to the predator. The meaning of ‘random’ in this definition is
actually more similar to the average (Cuthill, 2019). Presumably, matching the average colour pattern
of the background minimizes the chance that edge information can be used to reconstruct the prey
outline, which is a crucial clue to identity (Merilaita et al., 2017). Note that it is not sufficient to simply
match the mean luminance or chroma of the background for background matching to be optimised, but
also the spatial scale (grain) or arrangement of background patches should be matched as pattern or
‘phase’ mismatch itself can create edge information (van den Berg, 2020).
Merilaita and co-workers (1999) created a model of background matching which accounted for the
possibility that prey take on a ‘compromise’ appearance, rather than matching the most common
background patch as implied by Endler’s definition. If one imagines that a background is composed of
two different patches, where one is slightly more common than the other, then Merilaita et al.’s (1999)
model accounts for the possibility that the prey might not match the more common patch (as implied
by Endler’s definition) but rather will take on a compromise appearance which allows it to benefit from
a relatively good match to both substrates.

Masquerade
Masquerade is a type of camouflage which targets object recognition rather than figure-ground
segmentation and is thus considered distinct from background matching (Skelhorn et al., 2010).
However, distinguishing between these camouflage types can often prove challenging and confusing,
probably because both strategies may select for similar visual properties in the prey, and thus these
3
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strategies are often not mutually exclusive. For example, a marine invertebrate may both blend into the
background of seaweed which it rests on but also be confused / misclassified as a piece of seaweed in
isolation (Cronin et al., 2014). The difference here is that a masquerader may be camouflaged even
when placed onto a highly contrasting background (ie. when away from actual seaweed) such that its
outline is perfectly visible, whereas a background matching organism with an informative outline /
shape would be easily segmented and recognized when placed onto a contrasting background (Cuthill
& Troscianko, 2009). Thus the benefit of masquerade is independent of the background (Endler, 1981).
The distinction between masquerade and background matching may appear semantic, but it is important
to remember that separating an object from a background (ie. figure-ground segmentation) and
classifying an object are considered separate perceptual processes by the camouflage community
(Cuthill & Troscianko, 2009).

Exploiting limited attention as a unique camouflage mechanism
Search theory is a field of vision research with a rich literature on the factors that make searches for
objects (ie object recognition) by humans inefficient (Cuthill & Troscianko, 2009). The tradition in this
literature is to measure the time taken for humans, or other animals (eg. pigeons) (Blough & Blough,
1997; Bond, 1983) to find target objects amongst sets of ‘distractors’ (non-target objects) (Figure 1.1).
The efficiency of the search is measured as the slope of the relationship between time taken to find the
target and the number of non-target objects, where steeper slopes indicate increasingly inefficient
searches. Note that both target and distractors are discrete objects which contrast strongly with their
backgrounds (Figure 1.1), eliminating target-background segmentation as a possible reason explaining
search difficulty.
The most important trend to come out of this literature is the difference in search efficiency between
objects which are uniquely defined by a single visual ‘feature’ versus those defined by multiple features.
Search slopes for targets which are uniquely defined on the basis of a single visual feature, eg. chroma,
are ‘flat’, meaning the time taken to find these objects does not depend on the number of distractors in
the display (Wolfe, 1994). On the other hand, search slopes for targets which can only be uniquely
separated from distractors based on multiple visual features (ie ‘conjunction searches’) are positively
related to the number of distractors in the display. This means there is some process, which depends on
the number of distractor items in the display, that allows visual features to be combined in order to
distinguish the target from distractors. Psychologists refer to this process which integrates information
over spatially restricted portions of the visual field as ‘attention’ (Treisman & Gelade, 1980). The
informational bottleneck imposed by attention is believed to exist because there are constraints on the
amount of information a brain can process (Dukas, 2004).
From the camouflage point of view, the take-home message from search theory is that objects can
exploit predator perception (increase search slopes) independently of any background-segmentation
effect, but also independently of any misrecognition (masquerade) effect (the findings cannot be
explained by masquerade because there is little chance of confusing the target and distractors).
Masquerade likely acts even after attention has been allocated, and it does not depend on the number of
non-target objects in a scene, whereas this effect is pre-attentional. Even though this effect appears to
be a perceptually distinct camouflage mechanism, search theory is rarely acknowledged in the
camouflage literature (but see Cuthill & Troscianko, 2011 and Troscianko et al., 2009 for exceptions).
Intriguingly, the statistical expectations of prey exploiting limited attention may be very similar to those
postulated by Endler (1978) for background matching. Endler’s definition of background matching
implies that a convergence of prey appearance towards the mean or mode of the background in various
visual ‘features’ (types of information, eg luminance, chroma, pattern, shape) provides the optimal
camouflage. Similarly, Duncan & Humphreys’ (1989) model of visual search (Figure 1.2) views search
efficiency as a continuum where search performance: 1) decreases as target-distractor similarity
increases; 2) decreases as distractor-distractor similarity decreases (ie distractor heterogeneity
increases). These two effects also interact, ie the effect of distractor heterogeneity is stronger when
target-distractor similarity is high. Thus, both background matching and limited attention would be
4
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expected to drive correlations between mean prey and background mean values for visual features,
although the extent to which search theory predicts a tracking of the mean depends somewhat on
distractor-distractor (background) heterogeneity. Similarly, Merilaita et al.’s (1999) model of
camouflage also argued that ‘compromise’ appearances are possible for background matching, meaning
background matching also does not always predict mean / modal alignment between prey and
background.
Because both background matching and search theory expect similar background properties for optimal
camouflage, it would not be surprising if many studies attributing general correlations between prey
and backgrounds to a background matching mechanism also owe these effects to limited attention.
Certainly, where the background includes discrete objects then the mechanism of limited attention may
be more plausible than background matching, and might be more important than masquerade,
particularly after predator’s have learned about the prey’s similarity to the relevant background object.

Camouflage-driven speciation and the Lithops system
Lithops is a moderately diverse (37 species) genus of sunken succulent plants within the Aizoaceae or
‘ice plant’ family (Hartmann, 2006). Lithops has a wide distribution, occurring over much of South
Africa and Namibia, with a single species in Botswana. The genus is distributed across diverse rainfall
regimes, both in terms of seasonality and amount (Hartmann, 2006). Most Lithops species occur outside
of the Succulent Karoo biome (Hartmann, 2006), which is believed to have hosted the recent and rapid
radiation of the ice plants (Klak et al., 2004), with the highest density of species in the ‘Gariep centre’.
However, some argue there is no clear centre of diversity for this genus (Hartmann, 2006). Lithops
species are ‘marginally allopatric’, that is, they are often found in close proximity but rarely grow
together in mixed colonies (Hammer, 1999).
All Lithops species grow partially submerged in the soil, perhaps to reduce transpiration, heat load or
herbivory (Hartmann, 2006). Each branch of a plant holds two paired leaves. Looking side-on, Lithops
leaves resemble two inverted cones fused at their base below-ground (Figure 1.3 c). The tops of the
cone-shaped leaves are commonly referred to as the ‘face’, and is probably Lithops’ most distinctive
feature. The face of the plant sits above, below or flush with the ground, depending on the condition of
the plant (drier plants contract deeper into the soil) and the movement of soil (Hartmann, 2006).
Lithops faces are characterized by different relative cover of light transmissive (ie ‘windows’) and
opaque (absorptive or reflective) regions. The opaque parts of the leaf face are produced by substances
including pigments (eg flavonoids) (Field et al., 2013) or calcium crystals (Hammer, 1999). The most
widely-accepted Lithops taxonomy uses the variation in Lithops leaf face characteristics to delimit the
37 species of the genus (Cole, 1988). Of particular importance is the colour of the leaf face and the
patterns formed by the arrangement of windows and opaque regions. However, these are not the only
traits used to delimit Lithops species, leaf size and shape, flower colour and fruit capsule characteristics
are also used, among others (Fearn, 1981).
In addition to being useful for taxonomy, the leaf face likely serves a range of adaptive functions.
Windows are believed to be an important innovation facilitating below-ground growth by allowing the
passage of light to photosynthetic tissues there, although not all subterranean succulents have windows
(Hartmann, 2006). However, windows can also cause photoinhibition by allowing the entry of too much
light (Field et al., 2013) and can also cause the interior of the leaf to overheat (Turner & Picker, 1993).
On the other hand, pigments in the Lithops face can absorb harmful radiation, limit photoinhibition
(Field et al., 2013) and do not impact internal leaf temperatures (Turner & Picker, 1993).
Besides potentially playing an important role in regulating Lithops heat load and photosynthesis, the
leaf face is also believed to serve a camouflage function (Cole, 1988). The name Lithops is derived
from the Greek words lithos and ops, meaning a stone and a face respectively (Fearn, 1981). It is often
remarked that these plants look similar to the stones (and sometimes the soil) which they grow amongst
(Cole, 1988; Nel, 1946) and are nearly impossible to find by those with an untrained eye. Consider this
excerpt from Fearn (1981): “Professor Nel and several other botanists were taken by Ernst Rusch to a
5
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hill where there was a large number of these plants. Although they crept around on all fours they did
not find a single specimen. Even when Ernst Rusch described a circle with’ his stick round one, they
still could not see the plant”. Accounts like this have led many to speculate that the appearance of
Lithops is likely to be an adaptation for camouflage, especially considering that Lithops do not appear
chemically defended (as evidenced by human consumption, see Smith & Crouch, 1999), but this idea
has never been tested. In fact, evidence for camouflage as a defensive strategy in plants in general is
exceedingly rare (Cuthill, 2019). However, two recent studies (Niu et al., 2017; Niu et al., 2021) linked
quality of camouflage to selection pressure in two species of plants in China, suggesting plant
camouflage may be more common than previously thought.
While Lithops may appear camouflaged in human vision, this does not necessarily mean they will be
camouflaged in other visual systems. While human vision is similar to that of other primates such as
baboons (Papio ursinus), it differs significantly from that of non-primate mammals which are mostly
dichromatic (Peichl, 2005; Roth, 2008) and birds that are tri- or tetrachromatic (Hart, 2001). Many
species with dichromatic visual systems overlap with the Lithops range and might have imposed
selection on Lithops colouration for camouflage, for example meerkats (Suricatta suricatta), rock hyrax
(Procavia capensis) and springbok (Antidorcas marsupialis), to name a few. Some birds (eg Struthio
camelus) may also consume Lithops. Thus it could be argued that the potential camouflage function of
Lithops colour would be more accurately assessed through the use of various non-human visual systems.
However, given the popularity of Lithops among succulent enthusiasts and the subsequent increase in
poaching, their collection for use in traditional medicine (Smith & Crouch, 1999) and the similarity of
human vision to potentially evolutionarily relevant baboon vision, an understanding of Lithops
camouflage in human vision is likely to be important.
If Lithops are indeed camouflaged, two more interesting questions arise. The first being, to what extent
has camouflage influenced Lithops diversification? Ecological speciation holds that ecologically
imposed divergent selection can drive speciation (Schluter, 2009). Furthermore, Nosil (2004) showed
that camouflage-mediated divergent selection can drive speciation and it is possible that the current
Lithops diversity could be attributed to the same mechanism. Support for this idea would require
showing evidence of local adaptation of Lithops populations (Kawecki & Ebert, 2004; Nosil, 2004), as
this is known to reduce gene flow through at least one mechanism (‘immigrant inviability’, see Nosil,
2004). Because the most widely adopted Lithops taxonomy relies extensively on the use of leaf colour
for species delimitation, the second question is how could selection for camouflage have affected
estimates of Lithops species numbers?
If there is ubiquitous evidence of local adaptation in Lithops, then it is plausible that camouflagemediated ecological speciation has driven Lithops diversification. In this case, it’s also possible that the
number of Lithops species is underestimated (more so if Lithops species are based exclusively on
colouration), because ecological speciation predicts convergent evolution of traits involved in local
adaptation. Conversely, if Lithops colouration is not under selection but is diverging through drift, then
current species diversity may be overestimated (depending on one’s species concept) with species
simply representing geographic variants.

Thesis structure
Chapter 2 aims to assess whether Lithops are camouflaged, and whether this camouflage is conferred
by their local rocks or their local soils. This chapter also explores whether the substrate (ie. rock or soil)
that is matched depends on the substrate’s frequency, as is predicted by some search theory models and
Endler’s background matching theory.
Chapter 3 aims to elucidate whether camouflage has driven Lithops diversification across the landscape
by using a model of camouflage to predict patterns of Lithops population fitness in different
backgrounds. Specifically, I assess whether a pattern of local adaptation is detectable in different groups
of populations, where the groups are determined by whether they share a common geological
background or not and whether they belong to the same species or not. This allowed me to make
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inferences about the potential for camouflage to influence contemporary gene flow patterns in the
landscape and thus influence Lithops diversity.
Chapter 4 presents a discussion of the factors which are believed to favour the evolution of camouflage
in Lithops and plants generally as well as some concluding remarks and suggestions for future research.
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Figures

Figure 1.1 Figure from Troscianko et al. (2009). (a) The target (white circle) ‘pops out’ from the
distractors because it is unique in its shape. (b) In a ‘conjunction search’ the time taken to find the white
circle generally scales with the number of distractors because it is not defined by a single visual feature.
That is, neither shape nor colour individually separate the target from the distractors, and spatially
limited attention is required to merge the features which together define the target. (c) black circles
show the search slopes associated with simple searches such as in (a) and white circles show search
slopes associated with conjunction searches such as in panel (b)
b

Figure 1.2 from Troscianko et al. (2009). Duncan & Humphreys’ ‘search surface’. Increasing distractor
heterogeneity and target-distractor similarity leads to steeper search slopes, ie. longer search times for
a target given a certain number of distractors.
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Figure 1.3 (a) Lithops otzeniana and (b) Lithops bromfieldii in their natural habitat. (c) Side-on view of
a dissected Lithops plant. Note the cone shaped leaves, flat-topped leaf face and chlorenchyma lining
the inner walls. Image (c) taken from user ‘yellowcloud’ under creative commons.
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Chapter 2: Are Lithops “stone” plants? Quantifying chroma and
luminance match to rock and soil backgrounds.
Abstract
Endler’s background matching theory of camouflage predicts that prey should match the most common
patch in a visually heterogeneous background, all else being equal. Lithops is a genus of succulent plants
inhabiting environments with varying relative frequencies of rock and soil and are commonly assumed
to match the rock component for camouflage. Using digital photography techniques and a model of
human vision to quantify the luminance and chroma of Lithops and the rock and soil components of
their backgrounds, I tested whether Lithops are indeed camouflaged against their backgrounds, whether
this camouflage is conferred on Lithops by rocks or soils and finally whether the substrate which confers
Lithops camouflage is the more common one, as predicted by background matching. Lithops luminance
and chroma is correlated with both background substrates across its range, which is characteristic of
selection for camouflage. Perceptual distances between substrate and Lithops means suggest Lithops
are chromatically better matched to their backgrounds than they are for luminance, though higher
background variability in luminance may mean this does not translate into a camouflage difference. In
chroma, Lithops populations are generally a better match to rock, as is commonly assumed and which
is predicted by background matching given rock is often the locally abundant substrate. In contrast, for
luminance the better matched substrate depended on the subset of background substrates Lithops was
compared to. When measuring match to the average of rock and soil substrates, Lithops was a slightly
better match to soil, but when measuring match to a nearest subset of rock and soil, Lithops was better
matched to rock. Thus, luminance data were not completely in line with background matching
expectations. Photosynthetic constraints and higher variability of background luminance relative to
chroma might explain the larger perceptual luminance distances between Lithops and backgrounds as
well as the different inference regarding which background substrate is tracked. This study is the first
test of camouflage in Lithops, and one of the first tests of camouflage in plants generally, and shows
that Lithops generally match local rocks more closely than soils.

Introduction
In his seminal work on animal colour patterns Endler (1978) states that the colour pattern of an animal
serves three main functions: for thermoregulation, intraspecific communication and for evading
predators. Furthermore, Endler argues that within the constraints allowed by thermoregulation, animal
colour should be optimised for intraspecific communication and predator evasion. Camouflage is
defined as the use of colour to avoid detection or recognition by predators, and many different ‘types’
have been described (Merilaita et al. 2017). In an attempt to capture a variety of camouflage types
described by early researchers, including disruptive coloration, differential blending, countershading
and ‘general resemblance’, Endler (1978) coined the term ‘background matching’, which he described
as the camouflage which is obtained when an organism’s colour pattern “resembles a random sample
of the background on which it is usually seen by predators” (emphasis mine). More specifically, Endler
(1978) suggests that in order to be cryptic or camouflaged prey colour patterns must approximate the
background in various ways, including in colour frequency or colour diversity and in brightness
distribution. Important to note here is that camouflage or crypsis is dependent on the appearance of the
prey and the background. However, it has been acknowledged that, because camouflage is an adaptation
to the perceptual and cognitive mechanisms of predator sensory systems, consideration of animal
cognition can lead to more precise hypotheses of animal coloration (Merilaita et al. 2017).
The concept of limited attention means that the brain has a “limited rate of information processing”
(Dukas 2002), and this may be an important cognitive mechanism underlying the definition of
background matching described above. Because the information processing capacity of animals is
limited, and some visual tasks can be computationally demanding (Dukas 2002), only a fraction of the
visual field can be analysed by the full visual capabilities of the sensory system at a given moment
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(Wolfe 1994). This fraction of the visual field that is fully processed is sometimes referred to as the
‘spotlight of attention’, where attention refers to the computationally demanding functions of the visual
system (Wolfe 1994). However, it is thought that some types of visual information are processed over
the entire visual field (in parallel) and this information is used to efficiently allocate or guide attention
to specific regions of the visual field (Wolfe 1994). Luminance and chroma are two such types of
information that are thought to be extracted in parallel over the entire visual field to construct a ‘saliency
map’ which can guide attention to regions of the visual field that are unique in colour or luminance
(Wolfe 2017). Thus the difficulty or time taken to find an object among a set of non-target objects
depends strongly on whether the target has a different luminance / chroma to the non-targets (Wolfe
1994). If the object resembles the non-targets in colour and luminance (but can be identified using some
other visual property which is not processed in parallel), then the time taken to search for the target
object increases linearly with the number of non-target objects in the display (Wolfe 1994).
Endler’s (1978) theory of background matching (or crypsis) as well as our understanding of cognitive
limitations outlined above allows us to make predictions regarding the optimal colouration of prey given
a particular background appearance. Like background matching, cognitive limitations of predator visual
systems predict convergence of target visual information, particularly types of visual information that
are processed in parallel such as luminance and colour, towards values of luminance and colour that are
common or probable in the background. The following scenarios outline the expectations of background
matching for prey appearance given several backgrounds with different visual properties.
Consider a simple scenario where the visual information, (eg luminance), of background patches is
characterised by a single normal distribution. The optimal luminance of the prey would simply
correspond to the mode of the background luminance distribution (scenario 1, Figure 2.1). Now
consider a heterogeneous background (scenario 2), where patch luminance is characterised by two
independent normal distributions that are separated by a sufficiently large distance and have equal
variance. Here it is likely that the optimal luminance appearance of prey would be to match one or the
other substrate (ie the overall mean depicted in scenario 2 may be suboptimal). Importantly, background
matching predicts that the optimal patch to match is the one which the prey is usually viewed against
(Endler, 1978). If we assume no background preferences (random patch association) of prey, then this
patch is the most common one (Merilaita et al., 1999).
However, if the distributions which characterise the two background patches are similar in luminance
and frequency (scenario 3), then the optimal appearance may be a combination of the two patches,
rather than a perfect match to either (Merilaita et al., 1999). This could happen if the luminance
distributions of the two background elements physically overlap as shown in scenario 3, producing an
overall peak which is a combination of the two individual patch distributions. However, physical
overlap of patch visual information is not a requirement, and scenario 2 could also result in what is
known as a compromise appearance. If the shape of the ‘crypsis trade-off’ function between the two
substrates is ‘convex’ ie more crypsis to one substrate can be gained for a small loss of crypsis to the
other, then this makes a compromise appearance more likely. In contrast, if the trade-off curve is
concave (high loss of crypsis to one substrate for little gain in crypsis to the other) then a specialist
appearance is more likely. Whether scenario 2 could favour a generalist appearance depends on whether
the crypsis trade-off function is convex enough, and this would likely depend on how biologically
meaningful or camouflage-relevant the luminance difference / gap between the two substrates is (ie if
the predator has coarse visual sensitivity then the shape of the crypsis function in scenario 2 is more
likely to be convex, favouring an intermediate appearance). Both above scenarios would produce noise
around the match between prey and an individual background patch.
Overlap / proximity of visual properties between background substrates is not the only factor which
could affect our expectation of a linear correlation between prey and dominant background patches.
While the expectations of background matching and limited attention overlap considerably, attentional
theories also predict that backgrounds with high patch variability could reduce the importance of
matching the patch modes. Visual search studies in humans suggest that, in these types of scenes, the
emphasis on matching the overall mean or mode is reduced because the various patches compete for
attentional allocation (Mihali & Ma 2020; Wolfe 1994). Thus, in these types of backgrounds one can
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expect more noise around the correlation between the prey and the substrate it is matching, opening the
possibility that matching portions of distributions may be as adaptive as matching the means or modal
values. The effect of background heterogeneity on search is likely what is referred to as the effects of
background ‘complexity’ in the camouflage literature (Xiao & Cuthill 2016; Merilaita et al., 2017).
Although widely documented in the animal kingdom, camouflage is not commonly recognized as a
potential defensive strategy in plants, either due to oversight or because it is rarer than in animals,
perhaps due to evolutionary constraints (Niu et al., 2018). Two recent studies have provided some of
the first evidence for colour and luminance background matching in alpine plants (Niu et al., 2017; Niu
et al., 2021). While evidence for plant camouflage appears rare, one potentially interesting example has
thus far been overlooked. The succulent plant genus Lithops of the family Aizoaceae bears a striking
resemblance to the stones it grows amongst and this resemblance has long been assumed to serve a
camouflage function (Marloth, 1905). In 1811, the explorer and naturalist William Burchell noted how
Lithops “in colour and appearance bore the closest resemblance to the stones between which it was
growing” to “escape the notice of cattle and wild animals” (Burchell, 1822). Lithops do not appear
chemically defended as evidenced by their palatability to humans (Smith & Crouch, 1999), and a variety
of predators with diverse visual systems may have consumed Lithops for water. Potential evolutionarily
relevant predators of Lithops include trichromatic baboons (Papio ursinus), non-primate dichromatic
mammals such as the meerkat (Suricatta suricatta), or tetrachromatic birds such as ostriches (Struthio
camelus). Despite strong anecdotal evidence of Lithops camouflage in human vision and a variety of
potential predators across the Lithops range, whether Lithops appearance is consistent with camouflage
expectations, and whether they match the rock components of their backgrounds, is yet to be tested.
Background matching and attentional theories provide no obvious reason why Lithops should always
match the stones of their backgrounds, especially considering that Lithops habitats are not only
comprised of stones— soil is also an important component by surface area in certain populations.
Given the lack of research on camouflage in Lithops and plants more generally, in addition to the limited
research on camouflage in heterogenous backgrounds, I tested three hypotheses. First, I aimed to test
the hypothesis that Lithops are camouflaged in the sense that they exhibit a close match to the mean, or
at least some portion, of either their local rock or soil luminance and chroma distributions. Secondly, I
aimed to test whether Lithops are stone plants, ie. that they consistently match the rock component of
their backgrounds rather than soil, as is commonly assumed. Here, the expectation is that Lithops will
be a better match to rocks in their colour and luminance than they are to soil. Lastly, I aimed to test
whether Lithops coloration is consistent with background matching and cognitive theories of
camouflage on heterogenous backgrounds outlined above. To do this I quantified the luminance and
colour properties of the backgrounds against which Lithops is putatively camouflaged and tested for
effects of distinctiveness and variance of visual properties of background substrates (rocks and soil) and
their relative cover on background match. Under Endler’s concept of background matching I expected
close match to background elements with high relative cover and low variance in visual properties that
are distinct visually from other elements in the background.

Methods
Population sampling and photography
Between 2016-2018 18 species and 56 populations in the genus Lithops were photographed across a
range of visually divergent backgrounds and geologies. Lithops were searched for in their local
environments by humans and when a plant was found a multispectral image (separate images for the
visual and UV range) of the plant and its immediate background was captured (see Figure 2.2). Images
were captured from a constant height directly above the plant window, which is likely to be an important
viewing angle for potential predators. Grey (20% and 80%) Spectralon standards were present in each
image to account for changes in lighting conditions across images and a diffuser was used to limit the
directional effects of light. Photographs were always captured in direct sunlight (between 9:00 and
16:00) using a converted and calibrated Nikon D7100 camera fitted with an AF-S Micro Nikkor 105
mm lens. UV-spectrum photographs were captured using a Baader U-filter optimised for transmission
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in the 325-369nm range while visible-spectrum images were captured using a Baader UV/IR blocking
filter, that transmits from 400-700nm. Auto-white balance was disabled, ISO and focal length were held
constant and photographs were bracketed across three apertures.

Image processing
Image data were processed using the MICA toolbox plugin (Troscianko & Stevens, 2015) for ImageJ
(Schneider et al., 2012). Most cameras do not capture intensity data for each channel (each waveband
of light) at every pixel, but rather colour filter arrays or mosaics mean that data for only a single channel
is captured at every pixel. This patchy channel data is then interpolated to yield values for each channel
at each pixel across the entire image. In addition, digital image data often undergoes processing and /
or compression changing the linear relationship between channel values and intensity, making the data
unsuitable for quantitative analyses. However, the untransformed image data which is linear with
respect to intensity is stored in RAW format files. DCRAW software (Coffin 2015) implemented using
the ImageJ plugin IJ-DCRAW (Sacha 2013) accesses and interpolates RAW format data yielding 16bit linear images or slices for each camera channel. The MICA toolbox converts the 16-bit per slice
image stack to a 32-bits per channel floating-point image. The toolbox also facilitates the alignment of
UV and visible images and, to control for change in lighting conditions between images, the
normalisation of pixel intensity values for each channel relative to the standards in the image.

Substrate (ROI) sampling and surface area estimation
After images were captured and processed, regions of interest (ROIs) were manually drawn around
Lithops plants and background elements (rocks and soils when both were present). ROIs are image
selections that bound a set of pixels used for later analysis. Rocks and soils were distinguished based
mainly on the scale of their edge information (the size of the objects). Soil was defined as collections
of objects < 2mm or where objects could not be identified due to the pixel resolution of the camera.
while rocks were objects whose edges could easily be made out at the pixel resolution of the camera or
were >2mm. Within ROI colour variation (pattern) was ignored by calculating the mean value of each
channel across all the pixels in each ROI, and these mean ROI channel values were used in all
downstream analyses. Omitting within ROI variation is problematic if this variation is above the
discrimination threshold and occurs at a spatial scale which is visible to a predator of given acuity.
Certain Lithops species do exhibit colour patterning discriminable by humans, although humans have
relatively high spatial acuity (Cronin et al., 2014). However, while similar mean values between prey
and background do not necessarily imply background matching (because of potential pattern
differences), poor mean match will suggest prey do not match the background and are likely to be
salient, so the mean of ROIs still carries important information.
To ensure that rock and soil were sampled randomly and in proportion to their abundance, ROIs were
selected at randomly placed xy coordinates over each image. Small areas of soil substrates were not
selected, as this meant lots of surrounding rocks and made the area dark due to light blocking effects of
the surrounding rock. Any points which landed on substrates which were not soil or rock (ie. grass,
wood, etc.) were ignored. This procedure allowed the population-level cover of each substrate to be
estimated as a proportion of the randomly placed points on each image that were on rock or soil.

Human visual modelling – RNL model
Camouflage is viewer dependent. The perceived distinctiveness of two stimuli depends not only on the
distinctiveness of the reflected physical spectra, but also on the visual apparatus of the predator
receiving the spectra. To quantify distinctiveness of rock, soil and Lithops I modelled their appearance
according to a human receiver. Humans were deemed appropriate predators because their vision is
similar to other important trichromatic Lithops predators, such as baboons (Sumner & Mollon, 2000),
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and humans have traditionally exploited Lithops for water (Cole, 1988) and ethnomedicinal purposes
(Smith & Crouch, 1999) and illegal collecting currently threatens Lithops populations (Cole, 1988).
Chromatic and achromatic (luminance) vision is thought to proceed via two separate pathways in
humans (Cronin et al., 2014). The basis for achromatic vision is provided jointly by the M and L cones
(although only the L cone was used in this study), whose signals are summed and received by the parasol
ganglion cells. On the other hand, chromatic vision is provided by comparing the relative stimulation
of S, M and L photoreceptor catches. Objects that are perceived as red stimulate the L cone more than
the S and M cones, while blue objects stimulate the S cone type more intensely than the M and L types.
However, the relative photoreceptor catches are not the final step in chromatic vision. Before visual
information leaves the retina, photoreceptor signals are subtracted from each other by retinal ganglion
cells creating ‘opponent’ processing pathways. Midget ganglion cells have a ‘red-green’ opponency
while the small bistratified ganglion cells provide a ‘yellow-blue’ opponency. Thus a colour space
defined by two ‘opponent axes’: red-green and yellow-blue captures human chromatic vision accurately
(Cronin et al., 2014). ‘Chroma’ captures both differences in the ‘hue’ of stimuli (ie. the ‘kinds’ of
colours, eg. blue or green) and their ‘saturation’ (ie. the purity of colours, less saturated colours have
more grey and less pronounced spectral peaks) (van den Berg, 2020).
To quantify receptor stimulation or quantum catch of stimuli in human vision a ‘cone mapping function’
was created using the MICA toolbox that allows one to convert between the stimulation of the camera’s
channels and the stimulation of a predator’s photoreceptors. This requires knowledge of the spectral
sensitivities of camera channels and predator photoreceptors, as well as the illuminant under which the
stimuli are viewed. I assumed a D65 illuminant, which corresponds to standard European daylight
conditions. This allowed the estimation of quantum catch of short, medium and long wavelength
receptors (S:M:L) whose relative stimulation produces the sensation of chroma, as well as the mean
quantum catch of the L cone, whose signal was used for achromatic vision.
To quantify the chromatic and achromatic distinctiveness of stimuli in human vision, the Receptor
Noise Limited (RNL) Model of Vorobyev and Osorio (1998) was used to convert differences in
photoreceptor catches between stimuli to chromatic / achromatic perceptual ‘JND’ distances. The RNL
model accounts for important mechanisms underlying colour vision such as chromatic opponency and
the Weber-Fechner law, which holds that perceptual changes in chroma or brightness are proportional
to the logarithm of their physical or ‘actual’ change (Renoult et al., 2017). JND stands for ‘justnoticeable-difference’ and a single JND is simply a contrast threshold / level of difference between
photoreceptor catches which is correlated with certain behavioural criteria, for example, 80% correct
choices on a simultaneous discrimination task. Values in the range of 1-3 JNDs are commonly assumed
to represent stimuli which are unlikely to be discriminable, while larger JNDs suggest increasing
likelihood of accurate discrimination of two stimuli. The JND distances are determined by Weber
fractions for each photoreceptor, which are in-turn determined by the relative densities of the different
photoreceptors and the noise arising in a single photoreceptor cell (Olsson et al., 2018). Thus, the RNL
model assumes that only near-receptor processing affects colour discrimination, and not higher level
visual processes (Osorio & Vorobyev, 2018).
I used the R (R Core Team, 2020) package PAVO (Maia et al., 2019) to calculate the chromatic and
achromatic distances between substrates according to the RNL model. Assuming relative S, M, L cone
densities of 1:16:32, I derived Weber fractions of 0.28:0.07:0.05 (S:M:L) for the chromatic channel and
a Weber fraction of 0.05 for the achromatic channel (L). I also derived the coordinates / positions of
substrates in RNL chromaticity space by transforming the receptor catches following the equations set
out by de Ibarra et al. (2001). Euclidean distances between substrates in the RNL chromaticity space
correspond to the distances calculated using PAVO.

Mean co-ordinates and distances in visual space
In every image in a population, ROIs were transformed to coordinates in RNL luminance and chroma
space, and the mean of rock and soil coordinates were found in addition to the coordinates of a single
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plant. The mean of the mean coordinates for each image across the population was then found, to derive
population mean coordinates for Lithops, rock and soil.
Population mean distances were obtained through PAVO which, while it uses a slightly different
procedure to that described above, yields distances that are equivalent to Euclidean distances between
means of coordinates described above. In PAVO, the geometric mean of ROI receptor catches for each
substrate in each image is found first, then, depending on whether image or population mean distances
are required, the geometric mean of the geometric means across images is calculated yielding a
population geometric mean. Finally, population or image-level geometric mean receptor catches for
each substrate are input into the RNL model which calculates the distances between the substrate’s
population or image mean receptor catches. The geometric mean is used simply to account for the fact
that the receptor catches of ROIs have not been log transformed before taking their mean, as is the case
when calculating the mean coordinates.
Population mean coordinates of Lithops, rock and soil and perceptual distances between these elements
were calculated as described above for two data subsets. An “average-match” dataset used the mean of
all ROIs per image, while a “nearest-match” dataset used the mean of the nearest 10% of ROIs in each
image (ie the 10% of rock and soil ROIs with lowest perceptual distance to the Lithops mean in each
image according to the RNL model). While the average-match dataset is likely most relevant to Endler’s
(1978) conception of background matching, the nearest-match dataset may capture camouflage
expectations more appropriately when the heterogeneity of backgrounds is high, and removes bias
towards detecting better matches to backgrounds with lower variance. Search experiments (eg. Mihali
& Ma 2020) suggest that selection on matching the mean of a highly variable substrate is reduced. The
nearest-match dataset instead emphasizes overlap with some part of the substrate distribution, which
captures the idea that in heterogeneous displays it is the minimum distances which are good predictors
of search times (Mihali & Ma 2020).

Visual properties of rock / soil backgrounds
All analyses of background visual properties were conducted using all background ROIs (ie. the average
dataset). I used a series of one sample t-tests with mean within-image distances as replicates to
determine how frequently local distances between rock and soil substrates were larger than 1 JND (ie.
discriminable). P-values were corrected for multiple comparisons using the Holm method. I also
assessed whether there was a significant relationship between local rock and soil luminance and chroma
using Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) linear regressions, as a relationship between background substrate
coordinates in colour space would limit the ability to disentangle the Lithops relationship with one
substrate from the other. Regressions and t-tests were run using the base R ‘stats’ package (R Core
Team, 2020).
I assessed the chromatic and achromatic spread of rocks and soils by calculating the standard deviation
of luminance and chroma coordinates of each substrate in each population and used a paired t-test with
populations as replicates to determine whether the chromatic / achromatic variability in rocks and soils
were generally similar.

Testing Lithops camouflage and stone plant hypotheses
As no phylogeny is available for Lithops, I ran one ANOVA for each colour space coordinate
(luminance, GR, YB) to test for the influence of species on the visual properties of Lithops populations.
To test whether Lithops are generally well-camouflaged I assessed how frequently they were close (JND
< 1) to either background substrate for the average-match and nearest-match datasets.
To test whether Lithops are stone plants I explored the relative degree of matching between Lithops and
their rock or soil backgrounds in two ways for both the average-match and nearest-match datasets. First,
I used OLS linear regressions to assess the relationship across populations between Lithops and each
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background substrate’s mean luminance and chromatic coordinates. Chromatic coordinates were the
green-red (GR) and yellow-blue (YB) opponency channels. If Lithops are stone plants I expect a
significant positive relationship between Lithops and rock luminance and opponency coordinates, with
perfect matching when points fall along the 1:1 line which intercepts the origin. Conversely, I do not
expect a significant relationship between Lithops and their soil backgrounds in chroma or luminance.
Second, I used paired, two-tailed t-tests to compare Lithops-rock (LR) and Lithops-soil (LS) distances
for luminance and chroma with populations as replicates. I also ran paired two-tailed t-tests within each
population with images as replicates to test whether LR distances were significantly lower than LS.
Regressions and t-tests were run using the stats package in base R.

Testing whether Lithops colouration is consistent with background matching and other camouflage
models
To test whether Lithops-substrate distances are consistent with camouflage theories I ran a multiple
regression for chroma and luminance with mean rock population standard deviation, rock cover, rocksoil distance and Lithops-soil distance as predictors and mean population Lithops-rock distance as a
response variable for nearest and the average datasets.
I expected Lithops-rock distances to be influenced by rock standard deviation, as some camouflage
models predict modal match to be less important for effective camouflage in more variable backgrounds
(Mihali & Ma, 2020). Because all theories of camouflage rely on similarity between prey and some
portion of the background, I expected that Lithops-rock distances would be proportional to rock-soil
distances (ie. when rock and soil are close, Lithops must be close to rock, when rock and soil are
separate, Lithops may be close or far). Similarly, I expected Lithops-rock distances to be inversely
proportional to Lithops-soil distances (ie. if Lithops are not similar to soil, then they must be similar to
rock). Finally, background matching predicts the most common background element should be matched
to optimize camouflage, and so Lithops-rock distances should be inversely proportional to rock cover
(ie. the more common rock is, the more likely Lithops will match it).

Results
Background visual properties
Local rock and soil luminance and chromatic coordinates are significantly correlated across populations
(Figure 2.3 A-C). Rock population-mean luminance is always greater than local soils except in one
population (Figure 2.3 A). Soil population centroids in colour space are frequently more chromatic than
rocks (redder and yellower), with rocks often closer to the achromatic point (0 on GR and YB opponent
axes, Figure 2.3 B&C). In all but one population local rock-soil mean luminance contrasts (calculated
from the average dataset) are significantly above the theoretical discrimination threshold set by receptor
noise, while 66% of local mean rock-soil chromatic contrasts are above threshold (Figure 2.4),
indicating that rock and soil frequently represent discriminable background elements in human vision.
While mean rock-soil distances are often larger than one JND (Figure 2.4), within-population rock and
soil distributions in luminance space are rarely discrete (ie. scenario 3 in Figure 2.1). There is frequently
overlap in the luminance distribution of rocks and soils within populations, with soils overlapping the
darker tail of rock distributions but never brighter than the brightest rocks (Figure S2.1). Rocks are often
more variable in their visual information than soils (Figure 2.3 D-G), and this is reflected by significant
differences in the standard deviations of chromatic and achromatic coordinates across populations for
rock and soil (luminance: t = 11.2, df = 55, P < 0.001; G:R opponent: t = 3.67, df = 55, P < 0.001;
Y:B opponent: t = 4.9, df = 55, P < 0.001; Figure 2.3 G, S2.2). The largest difference in substrate
variability is in the luminance channel (Figure 2.3 G), where the low spread of soil relative to rock
means that, although soil cover is generally lower than rock cover (Figure S2.1), soils are often the
dominant / most probable substrate in regions of the luminance space they occupy, and the position of
their modes can be the most probable region of luminance space (ie. the position of the overall mode).
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Are Lithops stone plants?
Lithops substrate regressions
Lithops luminance and chroma are significantly correlated with both rock and soil luminance and
chroma for both datasets (Figure 2.5). However, the relationship between Lithops and background
substrates often departs from the 1:1 line of perfect match. Lithops are often brighter and less red and
yellow than the nearest 10% and average coordinates of their local soils while they are darker, yellower,
and redder than their average local rocks. However, Lithops coordinates correspond strongly to the
coordinates of their nearest 10% of rock ROIs: Lithops coordinates are better explained by their nearest
10% of rock coordinates (luminance R2 = 0.83, G:R = 0.84, and Y:B = 0.69) than their nearest 10% of
soils (luminance R2 = 0.6, G:R = 0.43, Y:B = 0.24), particularly for chroma. The nearest 10% of rock
coordinates also explains Lithops coordinates better than the average dataset rock coordinates (average
dataset luminance R2 = 0.54, G:R = 0.29, Y:B = 0.17). In addition to the high amount of Lithops variation
explained by the nearest 10% of rocks, regression slopes for the relationship between Lithops and
nearest rocks are more similar to the predicted 1:1 relationship between Lithops and substrate than are
regression equations for soil under the nearest and average datasets and rock under the average dataset
(Figure 2.5).

Lithops-substrate visual distances
Lithops are better matched to chroma than to luminance of backgrounds (Figure 2.6). All except one
Lithops population is within one chromatic JND of either the nearest rock or soil component of their
backgrounds, while most (80%) populations are within one JND of either the average rock or soil
component, indicating that Lithops are difficult to distinguish chromatically from background substrates
(Figure 2.6). In contrast only 13% of populations are within 1 JND of the average luminance of either
background substrate, although under the nearest luminance dataset the percentage of well-matched
(JND < 1) Lithops populations increases to 41% (Figure 2.6).
Overall, Lithops are significantly better matched to average and nearest rock chroma than to soil
(average-match: t = -5.42, df = 55, P < 0.001; nearest-match: t = -7.78, df = 55, P < 0.001; Figure 2.7).
70% of populations are within 1 JND of the average rock chroma, while 95% are within one JND of
the nearest 10% of rocks, indicating that Lithops are difficult to distinguish chromatically from the rock
substrate (Figure 2.8). The match to soil chroma is worse than rock (20% < 1 JND of average soil, 36%
< 1 JND of nearest 10% of soil). Within populations, 90% (29) of the significant differences between
LR and LS chromatic distances after correction for multiple testing were in the direction of LR < LS
for the average dataset, while 97% of the significant cases were in the direction of LR < LS for the
nearest dataset (Figure 2.8). In a few populations the chromatic match to soil was significantly better
than to rock (3% and 10% of total significant cases in average-match and nearest-match datasets
respectively).
The patterns of relative luminance match between rock and soil were more complicated and dependent
on the data subset used. For the average-match dataset there was no significant difference between
overall LR and LS population-mean distances (Figure 2.7), and LS mean distances were smaller than
LR mean distances in 52% of populations (points above the 1:1 line, Figure 2.6). The proportion of
significantly different LR / LS distances within populations was also relatively even in both directions
under the average dataset with LS < LR in 36% of significant cases and LR < LS in 64% of cases,
suggesting Lithops are frequently a better match to soil (Figure 2.8). However, luminance JNDs are
seldom less than 1 against the average rock or soil background (Rock 7%, Soil 5%, Figure 2.6),
suggesting that Lithops are frequently detectable against average background luminance values. In
contrast, population-mean LR luminance distances are significantly smaller than LS distances under the
nearest 10% dataset (Figure 2.7). Most (65%) Lithops populations exhibit a lower local LR luminance
distance than LS distance under the nearest dataset (points below the 1:1 line, Figure 2.6), and 90% of
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significantly different LR / LS luminance distances were in the direction of LR < LS under the nearest
10% dataset (Figure 2.8).

Is Lithops coloration consistent with camouflage expectations?
All four multiple regression models show that Lithops-rock luminance and chroma distances calculated
under the nearest and average datasets are significantly predicted by Lithops-soil distances as well as
rock-soil distances (Figure 2.9, Table 1). Rock-soil distances are positively related to Lithops-rock
distances, and the magnitude of the effect is greater for luminance models relative to chroma models
and average models relative to nearest models (Table 1, regression coefficients). Lithops-soil distances
are also significant predictors of Lithops-rock distances in every model, although conversely to rocksoil, the relationship is negative. Rock cover is not a significant predictor of Lithops-rock chromatic /
luminance distances in any model, though the relationships are often in the expected direction (ie.
negative). Support for rock chromatic or luminance heterogeneity determining Lithops-rock distances
is also rare, although there is a significant effect of chromatic heterogeneity determining Lithops-rock
chromatic distance in the average dataset (Figure 2.9, Table 1).

Phylogenetic signal of Lithops colouration
According to ANOVAs run for luminance and each component of chroma space, chroma and luminance
differ significantly across Lithops species (luminance R2 = 0.69; G:R opponent R2 = 0.61, Y:B opponent
R2= 0.49; Table 2). This is also evident from the clustering of populations within species in Figure S2.3.

Discussion
Several lines of evidence support the hypothesis that Lithops colouration has a camouflage function.
First, Lithops chroma and luminance is significantly correlated with background properties, especially
to the luminance and chroma of the nearest 10% of rock, which also implies rock is the more important
substrate for camouflage (Figure 2.5). Secondly, chromatic distances are always (except in one case) <
1 JND to the nearest 10% of one of the background substrates, although the luminance match to the
nearest 10% of either background substrates is much less frequently < 1 JND (Figure 2.6).

Chromatic versus achromatic camouflage and the JND as a metric of camouflage
Luminance JNDs between Lithops and backgrounds are generally larger than chromatic JNDs (Figure
2.7) which might suggest that Lithops are poorly camouflaged in luminance relative to chroma. If we
assume that the JND is a measure of camouflage per se, then what could explain Lithops’ poor
luminance camouflage?
One explanation is differences in selective pressure unrelated to crypsis on these traits (ie. constraints).
Luminance has important implications for heat load and photosynthesis in Lithops. Lithops must absorb
some light for photosynthesis, presumably through their transparent ‘windows’ (Field et al., 2013).
Potentially this limits how ‘white’ or luminous the leaf face can appear as luminance is produced by the
reflectance of light. Thus, darker patches, however small, will be required by Lithops. Presumably, there
is a photosynthetic cost to reducing windows in order to increase Lithops luminance, and this is
supported by evidence of adaptations for optimising the use of captured light (ie. shade tolerance
adaptations) in Lithops (Field et al., 2013). However, the extent to which luminance match will be
constrained by photosynthesis may also depend on thermal constraints. Turner and Picker (1993)
showed that while the pigmentation of Lithops’ leaf face has a negligible effect on internal leaf
temperatures, potentially freeing this trait to serve a camouflage function, windows significantly impact
internal leaf temperatures. On brighter backgrounds, the heat load constraint on Lithops window size /
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clarity might be relaxed because these backgrounds (eg. quartz) have been shown to have a cooling
effect on the soil as they have high reflectance (Schmiedel & Jürgens, 2004). Thus, the expectation is
that luminance mismatch due to photosynthetic requirements of Lithops will be greatest in bright and
cool backgrounds. On darker backgrounds, Lithops luminance should not be constrained by
photosynthesis because windows are dark. In another camouflaged plant species (Corydalis),
photosynthetic capability was not reduced in a grey-leaved morph relative to a green-leaved
uncamouflaged morph (Niu et al., 2014), although the growth form of Corydalis is vastly different to
that of Lithops, limiting the relevance of those results here.
A related possibility is that Lithops tend to adopt a compromise strategy more frequently in the
luminance channel than the chroma channel, not because of constraints but because the optimal
appearance for camouflage is a compromise of the appearance of two different substrates. Note, while
prey likely need to converge on the appearance of a single object in order to fool ‘higher level’ visual
processes (ie. to be misrecognized, masquerade, see Skelhorn, 2015), there is no reason why Lithops
should converge on the appearance of the same object to fool lower-level visual processes (see feature
integration theory, Treisman & Gelade, 1980). The extent to which a compromise strategy is expected
to shift the optimal position away from the means / modes of either substrate depends on the relative
positions of rock and soil and their relative frequency (compare scenario 2 and 3, Figure 2.1) (Merilaita
et al., 1999). All else being equal, background substrates which are nearer to each other in colour space
(but not too near so as to have their means overlapping) and similar in frequency are more likely to
cause Lithops to occupy an intermediate position in colour space. Perhaps background substrates
systematically occupy relative positions in luminance space which favour a compromise appearance.
Answering this would require knowing the ‘crypsis trade-off function’ in Merilaita et al’s (1999)
compromise model of background matching, which determines the relative positions of two
distributions that would favour a compromise appearance. However, to my knowledge no study has
attempted to determine the crypsis trade-off function for a predator (Niu et al., 2018).
Alternatively, the results might be explained not by the fact that there are constraints on luminance
camouflage which make it worse than chroma, but by the fact that a herbivore with a better chromatic
and worse achromatic visual system than humans, for example birds, is the important predator of
Lithops. Indeed, it would be strange to observe the strong chromatic correlation between Lithops and
their background found here (Figure 2.5) if luminance camouflage was poor, because any trait which is
vastly different from the background will render prey salient (Wolfe, 1994), and it will not matter how
well matched to the background the other traits are (ie. they will not be under selection if another trait
‘limits’ camouflage).
All the above explanations have assumed that the JND is a metric of camouflage. However, it is
important to consider that the JND models the capability of an eye (under very particular conditions)
rather than an entire cognitive system (van den Berg, 2020), and camouflage is a complex phenomenon
which can act at any stage of cognition (Merilaita et al., 2017). Thus, the JND distance from the mean
of the background need not be tied directly to camouflage. In signal detection theory, of which
camouflage can be considered a special case (Sumner & Mollon, 2000; Merilaita et al., 2017), the
detectability of a signal (ie. Lithops) is proportional to the magnitude of the difference between the
means of the signal and noise (ie. background) distributions, but inversely proportional to the variability
of the signal and noise distributions. Thus, the high achromatic variability of Lithops backgrounds
(Figure 2.3) might reduce the detectability of Lithops achromatic signals, reducing the strength of
selection on this trait relative to Lithops chroma. The difficulty of searching for fruits against
achromatically noisy foliage is thought to have contributed to the evolution of primate trichromacy,
which provides a less noisy chromatic channel for distinguishing between leaves and mature fruit
(Sumner & Mollon, 2000). Schaefer et al. (2006) attributed the prioritization of chromatic over
achromatic contrasts by birds searching for fruits to high achromatic variability of foliage backgrounds.
Finally, it is also possible that the noise parameter for the achromatic channel used in this study is too
liberal. The Weber fraction of 0.05 used here is the value intended for use in the chromatic version of
the RNL model to parameterise the L channel. While this approach of using the chromatic Weber
fraction to parameterise the achromatic RNL model has been used in the past (Siddiqi et al., 2004), the
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accuracy of this approach has been questioned recently (van den Berg et al., 2020). Olsson et al (2018)
offer more conservative achromatic channel noise values of 0.14 and 0.11, and perhaps those values are
more appropriate than the value used in this study.

Are Lithops stone plants?
Chromatic information unambiguously supports the hypothesis that Lithops generally are stone plants,
with all but three populations below the threshold of discrimination from the mean of their local rocks,
and most populations being nearer to rocks than to soils (Figure 2.6). However, many populations are
also below the discrimination threshold to the mean chroma of soil, and a few populations are better
matched to soil than to rock for chroma, suggesting that Lithops do benefit from a match to both
substrates.
However, in luminance the distinction between rock and soil mimicry is not clear (Figure 2.7). There
are two potential reasons for this. First, rock and soil potentially overlap more in luminance than they
do in chroma, ie. the mean distances between background substrates relative to the standard deviations
of the background substrates is smaller for luminance than for chroma, making it more difficult to
disentangle which substrate is being matched. Alternatively, Lithops are simply closer to soils in
luminance because of the constraint or compromise arguments outlined above. A final possibility is that
rock luminance distributions exhibit long tails of bright rocks which are not particularly camouflagerelevant but shift the estimated camouflage optimum to brighter values. Using nearest distances was an
attempt to account for the fact that means may not always predict the camouflage optimum, as they
emphasise overlap rather than mean alignment. While this did shift the luminance interpretation from
soil to rock-match, evidence for the stone plant hypothesis remained stronger in the chromatic case.

Is Lithops colouration consistent with background matching?
In line with Endler’s (1978) conceptualisation of background matching camouflage, I expected that the
substrate Lithops matches would be predictable from the frequency of that substrate. Thus, high rock
cover would predict low Lithops-rock distances within populations, but no obvious relationship was
found (Figure 2.9). Potentially this was driven by the fact that this relationship between Lithops-rock
distance and rock cover is not expected to be linear, in addition to the fact that there are very few soil
populations with high soil cover (and strong rock-soil separation), limiting the ability to rigorously test
this hypothesis. Factors already discussed such as a compromise Lithops appearance, constraints and
variability of rock distributions may all have played a role in obscuring the rock cover-distance
relationship.
Surprisingly, while Lithops’ distance to a substrate appears not to depend on the frequency of that
substrate, its distance to the substrate does appear to be dependent on the position of the other substrate.
Significant relationships between Lithops-rock and rock-soil / Lithops-soil distances were found for
luminance and chroma, suggesting that the relative positions of the two substrates plays a role in
determining Lithops position. This result might suggest Lithops must resemble some part of the
background for sufficient camouflage, even if this is not a particularly probable / common position for
the background in chroma or luminance space. However, this result is certainly not in line with
background matching expectations, raising the question of whether this result might be driven by
camouflage-unrelated factors? That is, do Lithops resemble some parts of the background simply due
to happenstance (neutral variation) or due to selection on colouration for functions other than
camouflage?
I find little support for the hypothesis that heterogeneity reduces the importance of matching the mean
of substrate distributions within a given type of visual information (Figure 2.9). Variability of rock
luminance did not predict distance from the mean of the rock distribution, though there was a weak
relationship for chroma. However, perhaps the best support for this hypothesis comes from comparing
chromatic background distances to luminance background distances. Overall, luminance distances
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between Lithops and background are generally much higher than chroma distances, as is luminance
variability.

Conclusions
I find strong evidence that Lithops are camouflaged, particularly against their local rocks, and the degree
of match depends on the visual channel, with Lithops better matched to the mean chroma of their
backgrounds. Future work should control for relationships between and within species using a
phylogeny so that the extent to which Lithops colouration reflects repeated or ongoing adaptation to
substrates can be elucidated.
While this study provides convincing evidence of Lithops camouflage in luminance and chroma, this
evidence is only correlational. Ideally, experiments manipulating chromatic and luminance mismatch
of Lithops and backgrounds and measuring the speed / accuracy at which humans find the plants would
be conducted to confirm luminance and chromatic mismatch do affect camouflage. Luminance and
chroma are not the only determinants of camouflage however, and pattern information may also play a
role in camouflage, especially considering that humans have excellent spatial acuity (Cronin et al.,
2014). Further studies should test whether Lithops pattern also provides camouflage in human vision,
and to which substrates Lithops patterns are adapted. Whether human visual systems represent a good
approximation of the evolutionarily significant predators in the Lithops system is dubious, and further
work should test whether Lithops are also camouflaged in dichromatic (eg. ungulates) and
tetrachromatic (eg. birds) visual systems.
This study supports the long-held notion that Lithops are ‘stone plants’, ie. that they resemble the stone
component of their backgrounds for camouflage purposes. However, it also suggests that this depends
somewhat on which aspect of colouration (luminance or chroma) is being considered, and that in
isolated cases Lithops can be better matched to soil. Finally, this study joins the work of Niu et al. (2017;
2021) in showing that camouflage is not a defensive strategy found only in animals, but also in plants.
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Tables and figures
Table 2.1 Results of four multiple regression models with Lithops-rock chromatic or luminance
distances calculated under two different datasets (average and nearest) as the dependent variable in each
model. Predictor variables used in each model were rock cover, rock luminance / chroma standard
deviation, Lithops-soil chromatic or luminance distance and rock-soil chromatic or luminance distance.
Lithops-soil distance predictor variables were calculated from the same dataset as the dependent
variable while all other predictors were calculated from the average dataset regardless of the model.
Values calculated from the average (avg) dataset used all rock / soil patches whereas values calculated
from the nearest dataset (nrst) used only the nearest 10% of rock / soil patches to Lithops. Regression
coefficients, their standard error and their significance are shown for each model.
Dependent variable:
LR lum dist (avg)

LS distance

RS distance (avg)

Rock cover

Rock sd

R2
F Statistic (df = 4;
51)
Note:

LR lum dist (nrst) LR chroma dist (avg) LR chroma dist (nrst)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

-0.801***

-0.393***

-0.475***

-0.212**

(0.082)

(0.075)

(0.083)

(0.063)

0.746***

0.339***

0.357***

0.197**

(0.070)

(0.055)

(0.085)

(0.060)

0.0001

-0.016

-0.003

-0.004

(0.021)

(0.017)

(0.003)

(0.002)

-0.178

-0.271

0.854***

0.023

(0.171)

(0.135)

(0.243)

(0.168)

0.758

0.533

0.527

0.388

39.926***

14.547***

14.219***

8.095***

*

p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p<0.001
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Table 2.2 Results of a series of ANOVAs testing whether species is a significant predictor of Lithops
colouration. A separate ANOVA was run for luminance and each component (Y:B and G:R opponent
processes) of chroma. Species is an important predictor for all measured Lithops colour components,
suggesting strong phylogenetic signal in Lithops colour.

Df Sum Sq

Mean Sq

F value

p

Species

14

2128.072

152.005

6.402

< 0.001

Residuals

41

973.520

23.744

NA

Species

14

22.305

1.593

4.691

Residuals

41

13.926

0.340

NA

Species

14

8.356

0.597

2.850

Residuals

41

8.585

0.209

NA

Lithops luminance

Lithops G:R opponent
< 0.001

Lithops Y:B opponent
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Figure 2.1 Introductory simulations illustrating the effects of patch diversity, frequency and overlap on
camouflage expectations. Dashed line indicates the position of overall mean reflectance of prey.
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Figure 2.2 Plate showing the chromatic and luminance diversity of Lithops species. Top row of pictures
highlight Lithops chromatic diversity, bottom row highlights luminance diversity. A: bars give the mean
long cone catch (from which luminance is derived) of Lithops plants for each species across all
populations within the species. Points show the mean L cone catches for populations within each
species. Yellow bars are those species pictured in the bottom row. B: distribution of species in RNL
chromaticity space where Euclidean distances are an estimate of perceptual similarity / dissimilarity.
Yellow points show species pictured in the top row. C: boxplots showing short, medium and long
human cone catches for plants within the species pictured in both rows. Note, ratios or relative cone
catches affect chroma, while absolute values of long cone catches determine luminance. All cone catch
values are untransformed by the RNL model, ie. they have not been scaled by noise or log transformed.
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Figure 2.3 A-C: Relationship between mean local rock and soil luminance and chroma (G:R and Y:B
opponent mechanisms) coordinates calculated from all rock and soil ROIs. Dashed lines indicate
equivalent rock and soil coordinates. Solid line is a best-fit line for the relationship between rock and
soil coordinates. The equation, R2 value, and p value of a regression run to assess the relationship
between soil and rock coordinates in luminance and chroma space is shown in each facet. D-F:
Relationship between local rock and soil population standard deviation for luminance and chroma
calculated from all ROIs. G: boxplots showing distributions of rock and soil population-mean standard
deviations. Notice rocks are generally more variable in colour, especially in luminance. Stars indicate
significantly different standard deviation distributions across all populations according to a paired ttest. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.
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Figure 2.4 Chromatic and achromatic (luminance) mean distances and 95% confidence intervals
between local rocks and soils. Stars indicate rock-soil mean distance is significantly (p < 0.05) greater
than one JND according to a one sample t-test after correction for multiple testing. Distances between
mean chromatic and achromatic coordinates calculated from all ROIs (ie. average dataset) within each
image form the replicates for the t-test. Dashed line indicates the theoretical contrast-discrimination
threshold.
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Figure 2.5 The relationship between population mean Lithops and background rock and soil coordinates
in chroma (green:red and yellow:blue opponent axes) and luminance space. Rock / soil mean
coordinates are calculated from two datasets: the nearest dataset includes only the nearest 10% of rock
or soil ROIs to Lithops plants in luminance or chroma space while the average dataset includes all soil
and rock ROIs. Rows contrast the Lithops-rock and Lithops-soil coordinate relationships, while
columns compare the nearest and average coordinate relationships within a background substrate. The
dashed line shows the 1:1 relationship between Lithops and background substrate coordinates in colour
space (ie perfect matching) and the solid line depicts the best-fit relationship. The regression equation,
R2 value, and p value for the relationship between Lithops and substrate coordinates is shown in each
facet. Notice Lithops coordinates tend to be a better 1:1 fit to their nearest rock coordinates than their
nearest soils and tend to match their nearest rock coordinates better than their average rock coordinates.
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Figure 2.6 Relationships between mean local Lithops-rock (LR) and Lithops-soil (LS) distances in RNL
chroma and luminance space based on two different distance datasets. The top row of panels shows the
distances calculated from all substrate ROIs in the population while the bottom row shows the distances
calculated from only the nearest 10% of each background substrate’s ROIs to Lithops in each
population. Left panels show distances in luminance space and right panels distances in chroma space.
The x and y axes represent mean distances between Lithops and local rocks and soils respectively. Grey
dashed lines indicate the theoretical contrast discrimination threshold. The black dashed line represents
equivalent distance between Lithops and either substrate with points below the line indicating Lithops
populations which are better matched to rock than they are to soil, while the opposite is true for points
above the line. Note the tendency for distances to be reduced in the 10% dataset, and that most points
lie below the 1:1 line of equivalent LR / LS distances in all panels except for average luminance.
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Figure 2.7 Boxplots of population-mean luminance and chroma distances between Lithops and local
rocks and soils calculated from two different datasets. Population-mean distances between Lithops and
rock/soil are derived either from the nearest 10% of rock and the nearest 10% of soil in each image or
based on all ROIs in each image. Stars indicate significant differences in the population-mean distances
to rock and soil according to a two-tailed paired t-test. P < 0.05 = *; P < 0.001 = ***.
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Figure 2.8 Boxplots of within-image luminance and chroma distances between a single Lithops plant
and the mean positions of rock and soil in chroma and luminance space. Mean positions for rock or soil
in each image were calculated from two different datasets: The nearest 10% dataset included only the
nearest 10% of rock and soil ROIs to the plant in chroma or luminance space in each image, while the
average dataset included all background ROIs. Stars indicate a significant (P < 0.05) difference between
Lithops-rock and Lithops-soil distances according to a paired two-tailed t-test. Bold stars are significant
after P values were Bonferroni corrected for multiple (56) comparisons. Median Lithops-rock distances
are generally shorter than Lithops-soil distances, except for luminance using the average dataset.
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Supplementary

Figure 2.9 Relationships between Lithops-rock chromatic and luminance distance and various predictor
variables used in a multiple regression. All variables were calculated using all ROIs in a population (ie
the ‘average dataset’). Only best-fit lines of significant predictors according to the regression models
(see Table 2.1) are shown.
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Figure S2.1 The Lithops mean position is indicated by the dashed line while Lithops standard
deviation is shown in the top left of facets. Notice soils are generally darker, less variable and less
common than rocks.
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Figure S2.2 Scatterplots showing the distribution of all rock and soil patches in chroma space for
each population. The mean chroma of Lithops is indicated by the black circle, while Lithops mean
(G:R + Y:B / 2) chromatic standard deviation is indicated in the top left of facets.
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Figure S2.3 Relationships between Lithops species and their local rock and soil mean coordinates
in luminance and the two components of chroma space (green-red and yellow-blue opponent axes).
Coordinates in RNL space of Lithops and background populations are derived from the mean of all
ROIs in the dataset (ie. the ‘average’ dataset). Notice that populations within the same species tend
to cluster close to each other, suggesting similarity of Lithops and background substrate colouration
within species.
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Chapter 3:Camouflage drives local adaptation of leaf colour across
visually divergent lithologies in Lithops stone plants
Abstract
Visually divergent environments impose divergent selection on appearance to optimise crypsis in either
environment, and can ultimately drive diversification. Camouflage driven divergent selection may
underlie the diversity of the plant genus Lithops, as leaf colour in the genus is thought to track the rock
colour of their local lithology backgrounds, which varies geographically due to a diverse geological
history. Using a human vision model of camouflage, I test whether local Lithops populations show a
signal of local adaptation relative to foreign populations within the same lithology category or on
different lithologies. Tests were conducted at the intraspecific (ie between populations within species)
and interspecific (ie between populations of different species) levels. I find that Lithops are generally
very well matched to their rock backgrounds in chroma, but are less so in luminance. I also find that
Lithops populations are more cryptic on local backgrounds relative to both intra and interspecific
foreign backgrounds that are of a different lithology than the local background, suggesting strong
divergent selection across lithologies for camouflage. As expected, no signal of local adaptation was
found in local backgrounds relative to intraspecific foreign backgrounds of the same lithology.
Surprisingly however, a signal of local adaptation was observed relative to foreign interspecific
backgrounds of the same lithology, contradicting the expectation of convergence in colour to visually
similar backgrounds within lithologies and suggesting that camouflage-relevant colour variation exists
within-lithologies. The difference in intra and interspecific within lithology results is potentially
explained by gene flow preventing local adaptation of intraspecific populations to the variation which
exists within lithologies or, alternatively, by the fact that within-lithology visual variation might be
more prominent at spatial scales beyond the range occupied by typical Lithops species.

Introduction
Ecological speciation holds that divergent selection on traits can cause reproductive isolation in
numerous ways and is therefore an important mechanism of speciation (Schluter, 2009). Local
adaptation refers to the process (or pattern resulting from it) whereby a population adapts to its local
habitat / environmental conditions, leading to increased fitness of the resident population relative to
foreign ones (Kawecki and Ebert, 2004). A pattern of reciprocal local adaptation (ie a group of
populations where each population has higher relative fitness in its local habitat) is diagnostic of
divergent selection on traits between environments (Kawecki and Ebert, 2004) and implies some level
of gene flow reduction though immigrant inviability (Schluter, 2009), thus providing evidence for
ecological speciation (Schluter, 2009).
Camouflage-imposed divergent selection may be an important and underappreciated driver of
ecological speciation (Nosil, 2004). According to the background matching theory of camouflage
(Endler, 1978), the crypsis or camouflage of prey is greatest when the chroma and brightness of prey
approximates the chroma and brightness of the background. If backgrounds vary in chroma and / or
brightness, then strong divergent selection on prey colouration across backgrounds or environments
ensues, because prey colour cannot simultaneously match two different background colours perfectly.
Generally, background matching is assumed to be optimised by good alignment of prey and background
mean colour and brightness, but there is evidence to suggest that simple overlap or minimum distances
between prey and background colour and brightness values might estimate camouflage better (Mihali
and Ma, 2020).
Using a reciprocal transplant experiment, Nosil (2004) found strong evidence for the role of camouflage
in ecological speciation. Striped and unstriped morphs of walking-stick insects associated with different
host plants were locally adapted to their respective hosts, but only in the presence of avian predation.
This study estimated that the reproductive isolation that could be attributed to selection against foreign
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morph migrants by avian predators, so-called ‘immigrant inviability’, was as important as the
reproductive isolation afforded by mate-preferences. Reproductive isolation through immigrant
inviability is directly associated with divergent selection, emphasising the importance of divergent
selection in speciation.
While divergent selection on prey colour for camouflage has since been shown in other animal taxa (eg
Barrett et al., 2019), there is very little evidence of it in plants. An exception is the work of Niu et al.
(2017; 2021), which showed that the local populations of an alpine plant were generally a better
chromatic match to their local background than they were to foreign backgrounds, suggesting divergent
selection and local adaptation across chromatically distinct backgrounds. This work did not explicitly
show a survival advantage of local plants in different environments using a transplant approach, but it
did show that the degree to which local populations were well-matched to their backgrounds was
correlated with leaf damage, suggesting that herbivory selects for improved match and, by extension,
improved match enhances survival. Thus, the pattern where local plant populations are repeatedly a
better match to their local backgrounds than are foreign plants indicates enhanced fitness of the local
plants relative to foreign plants (ie local adaptation).
Lithops is a genus of succulent plants that has diversified across a geographic mosaic of visually unique
gravel plains. These lag gravels are often dominated by a single rock type or ‘lithology’, where lithology
refers to the gross physical characteristics of the rock, including its composition, colour and grain size.
Spatial structuring of colour and luminance variation across the gravel plains combined with a diverse
range of potentially evolutionarily relevant predator visual systems opens the possibility that Lithops
diversity has been shaped by divergent selection imposed by camouflage requirements. Potentially
important predators that may have driven Lithops camouflage include trichromatic baboons (Papio
ursinus), dichromatic mammals such as meerkats (Suricatta suricatta) or tetrachromatic birds including
ostriches (Struthio camelus). Lithops also exhibit tremendous leaf colour variation across their range
and this variation has been used to identify the 37 species in the genus (Cole, 1988). Many have also
noted this colour variation tends to track that of their local rocks, presumably for camouflage (Fearn,
1981; Nel, 1946; see also Chapter 2). However, whether Lithops colouration displays a signal of local
adaptation has never been tested.
I hypothesised that populations within Lithops ‘species’ will show a pattern of reciprocal local
adaptation. I tested for local adaptation using both the ‘home-versus-away’ and ‘local-versus-foreign’
criteria of Kawecki & Ebert (2004). The local versus foreign criterion compares the fitness of the local
genotype (ie plant population) in the local environment to the fitness of foreign genotypes in that
environment whereas the home versus away criterion compares the fitness of a single genotype in its
home environment to its fitness in all away environments. These analyses compared the local / home
match to two groups of foreign matches: 1) from populations within the same lithology as the local
population and 2) from populations across (different) lithology to the local population. I expected local
adaptation to be more pronounced relative to foreign populations across lithologies because lithological
categories should capture discrete shifts in rock colour, which Lithops should adapt to if predation is
important. However, local adaptation may also be detectable relative to foreign populations within the
same lithology if there is colour variation within lithologies that Lithops adapt to.
Additionally, I expected the local-foreign match patterns observed within species to be mirrored across
species. As above, I assessed whether Lithops are better matched to their local background than to
foreign backgrounds belonging to the two lithology groups, but in this case only foreign backgrounds
across species (ie occupied by different species than the local one) were considered. Convergence in
camouflage is expected between species occupying the same lithologies unless there are meaningful
visual differences within lithologies which local Lithops have adapted to, while ‘adaptive divergence’
(ie local adaptation but at the across species level), is expected between species occupying different
lithologies. I expected that the local adaptation / adaptive divergence signature would be stronger in the
across species comparisons relative to within species comparisons for three reasons: greater time since
divergence between species relative to populations, a higher likelihood of visual differences in
background given the allopatric distribution of Lithops species, and lastly because allopatry may limit
gene flow.
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Methods
Population sampling and photography
Between 2016-2018 18 species and 56 populations in the genus Lithops were photographed across a
range of visually divergent backgrounds which were often dominated by a single lithology. Workers
searched for Lithops in their local environments and when a plant was found a multispectral image
(separate images for the visual and UV range) of the plant and its immediate background was captured.
Images were captured from a constant height directly above the plant window, which is likely to be an
important viewing angle for potential predators. Two grey Spectralon standards (20% and 80%) were
present in each image to account for changes in lighting conditions across images and a diffuser was
used to limit the directional effects of light. Photographs were always captured in direct sunlight using
a converted and calibrated Nikon D7100 camera fitted with an AF-S Micro Nikkor 105 mm lens. UVspectrum photographs were captured using a Baader U-filter optimised for transmission in the 325369nm range while visible-spectrum images were captured using a Baader UV/IR blocking filter, that
transmits from 400-700nm. Auto-white balance was disabled, ISO and focal length were held constant
and photographs were bracketed across three apertures. RAW format images were captured mainly
between 9:00 and 16:00.

Image processing
Image data were processed using the MICA toolbox plugin (Troscianko & Stevens, 2015) for ImageJ
(Schneider et al., 2012). Most cameras do not capture intensity data for each channel (each waveband
of light) at every pixel, but rather colour filter arrays or mosaics mean that data for only a single channel
is captured at every pixel. This patchy channel data is then interpolated to yield values for each channel
at each pixel across the entire image. In addition, digital image data often undergoes processing and /
or compression changing the linear relationship between channel values and intensity, making the data
unsuitable for quantitative analyses. However, the untransformed image data which is linear with
respect to intensity is stored in RAW format files. DCRAW software (Coffin 2015) implemented using
the ImageJ plugin IJ-DCRAW (Sacha 2013) accesses and interpolates RAW format data yielding 16bit linear images or slices for each camera channel. The MICA toolbox converts the 16-bit per slice
image stack to a 32-bits per channel floating-point image. The toolbox also facilitates the alignment of
UV and visible images and, to control for change in lighting conditions between images, the
normalisation of pixel intensity values for each channel relative to the standards in the image.

Rock and Lithops ROIs
After images were captured and processed, regions of interest (ROIs) were drawn around a random
sample of rocks in each image. Soil was also present in backgrounds but was not generally abundant or
well-matched relative to rocks (see chapter 2) and was ignored. A single ROI around one Lithops leaf
in each image was also drawn. ROIs are image selections that bound a set of pixels used for later
analysis. Within ROI colour variation (pattern) was ignored by calculating the mean value of each
channel across all the pixels in each ROI, and these mean ROI channel values were used in all
downstream analyses. Omitting within ROI variation is problematic if this variation is above the
discrimination threshold and occurs at a spatial scale which is visible to a predator of given acuity.
Certain Lithops species do exhibit colour patterning discriminable by humans, although humans have
relatively high spatial acuity (Cronin et al., 2014). However, while similar mean values between prey
and background do not necessarily imply background matching (because of potential pattern
differences), poor mean match will suggest prey do not match the background and are likely to be
salient, so the mean of ROIs still carries important information.
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Lithology classification and species taxonomy
Population backgrounds were assigned to one of six lithological categories based on the gross physical
characteristics of the dominant rock type in the background. The lithology categories were: dark igneous
or metamorphic (eg. dolerite), sedimentary (shales or sandstone), pale metamorphic (gneiss), quartz
(quartzite), mixed (river transported gravels) and calcrete. Lithops were identified to species or
subspecies level following Cole’s (1988) taxonomy of Lithops.

Human visual modelling – RNL model
Camouflage is viewer dependent. The perceived distinctiveness of two stimuli depends not only on the
distinctiveness of the reflected physical spectra, but also on the visual apparatus of the predator
receiving the spectra. To quantify distinctiveness of rock and Lithops I modelled their appearance
according to a human receiver. Humans were deemed appropriate predators because their vision is
similar to other important trichromatic predators, such as baboons (Sumner & Mollon, 2000), and
humans have traditionally exploited Lithops for water (Cole, 1988) and ethnomedicinal purposes (Smith
& Crouch, 1999) and illegal collecting currently threatens Lithops populations (Cole, 1988).
Chromatic and achromatic (luminance) vision is thought to proceed via two separate pathways in
humans (Cronin et al., 2014). The basis for achromatic vision is provided jointly by the M and L cones
(although only the L cone was used in this study), whose signals are summed and received by the parasol
ganglion cells. On the other hand, chromatic vision is provided by comparing the relative stimulation
of S, M and L photoreceptor catches. Objects that are perceived as red stimulate the L cone more than
the S and M cones, while blue objects stimulate the S cone type more intensely than the M and L types.
However, the relative photoreceptor catches are not the final step in chromatic vision. Before visual
information leaves the retina, photoreceptor signals are subtracted from each other by retinal ganglion
cells creating ‘opponent’ processing pathways. Midget ganglion cells have a ‘red-green’ opponency
while the small bistratified ganglion cells provide a ‘yellow-blue’ opponency. Thus a colour space
defined by two ‘opponent axes’: red-green and yellow-blue captures human chromatic vision accurately
(Cronin et al., 2014). ‘Chroma’ captures both differences in the ‘hue’ of stimuli (ie. the ‘kinds’ of
colours, eg. blue or green) and their ‘saturation’ (ie. the purity of colours, less saturated colours have
more grey and less pronounced spectral peaks) (van den Berg, 2020).
To quantify receptor stimulation or quantum catch of stimuli in human vision a ‘cone-mapping function’
was created using the MICA toolbox that allows one to convert between the stimulation of the camera’s
channels and the stimulation of a predator’s photoreceptors. This requires knowledge of the spectral
sensitivities of camera channels and predator photoreceptors, as well as the illuminant under which the
stimuli are viewed. I assumed a D65 illuminant, which corresponds to standard European daylight
conditions. This allowed the estimation of quantum catch of short, medium and long wavelength
receptors (S:M:L) whose relative stimulation produces the sensation of chroma, as well as the mean
quantum catch of the L cone, whose signal was used for achromatic vision.
To quantify the chromatic and achromatic distinctiveness of stimuli in human vision, the Receptor
Noise Limited (RNL) Model of Vorobyev and Osorio (1998) was used to convert differences in
photoreceptor catches between stimuli to chromatic / achromatic perceptual ‘JND’ distances. The RNL
model accounts for important mechanisms underlying colour vision such as chromatic opponency and
the Weber-Fechner law, which holds that perceptual changes in chroma or brightness are proportional
to the logarithm of their physical or ‘actual’ change (Renoult et al., 2017). JND stands for ‘justnoticeable-difference’ and a single JND is simply a contrast threshold / level of difference between
photoreceptor catches which is correlated with certain behavioural criteria, for example, 80% correct
choices on a simultaneous discrimination task. Values in the range of 1-3 JNDs are commonly assumed
to represent stimuli which are unlikely to be discriminable, while larger JNDs suggest increasing
likelihood of accurate discrimination of two stimuli. The JND distances are determined by Weber
fractions for each photoreceptor, which are in-turn determined by the relative densities of the different
photoreceptors and the noise arising in a single photoreceptor cell (Olsson et al., 2018).
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I used the R (R Core Team, 2020) package PAVO (Maia et al., 2019) to calculate the chromatic and
achromatic distances between substrates according to the RNL model. Assuming relative S, M, L cone
densities of 1:16:32, I derived Weber fractions of 0.28:0.07:0.05 (S:M:L) for the chromatic channel and
a Weber fraction of 0.1 for the achromatic channel (L) was taken from Olsson et al. (2018). I also
derived the coordinates / positions of substrates in RNL chromaticity space by transforming the receptor
catches following the equations set out by de Ibarra et al. (2001). Euclidean distances between substrates
in the RNL chromaticity space correspond to the distances calculated using PAVO.

Estimating camouflage and local adaptation
Lithops trait-environment correlation
I assessed the chromatic and achromatic coordinate relationships between Lithops and their nearest 10%
of local rocks in colour space to better understand the positions that rocks and soils occupy in colour
space. Distances are translation invariant, which means they ignore the positions of points in colour
space and the direction of the vectors between the points, reflecting only the magnitude of their
difference (Maia & White, 2017). In contrast, plotting the positions and testing the relationship of
Lithops and rock local coordinates in colour space allows one to assess both the quality of the local
match and the relative positions of rocks and Lithops in colour space.
The mean coordinates of Lithops populations in luminance space were obtained by finding the mean
brightness of Lithops ROIs while the mean coordinates of Lithops in chroma space were found by
calculating the mean red-green and blue-yellow opponent scores of Lithops ROIs across images. The
population mean coordinates of local rock ROIs in colour space were found by pulling only the withinimage nearest 10% (to Lithops) of rock ROIs in luminance and chroma space, calculating the mean redgreen, blue-yellow and luminance scores of nearest rocks within each image, and then averaging across
images to obtain the population mean luminance, red-green and blue-yellow scores for rocks.
I ran three general linear models (one for each coordinate of colour space: YB, GR and luminance)
testing the association between Lithops population mean coordinates in colour space with those of their
nearest 10% of rocks. These analyses included rock luminance / chroma and Lithops species as fixed
effects, with species included in the model to control for the non-independence of populations of each
species. The models were run using the ‘stats’ package in base R (R Core Team, 2020).

Calculating colour distances
First, the local distance (in human visual space) from a Lithops individual (one per image) to the nearest
10% of rock ROIs was determined separately for every image sampled from a local population. The
mean distance to the rocks across images was found for each plant, which made up the set of local
distances for each population. In other words, this is a measure of the average match of a plant to the
nearest 10% of rocks across random 30x30 cm (ie. the size of an image) background samples within its
local population. Next, the foreign distances associated with a particular population (the focal
population) were calculated. Distances between the focal Lithops population and rocks in foreign
population backgrounds were first assigned to one of four groups depending on the lithology match of
the foreign population background and the species of Lithops resident there. The four foreign
background groups were:
1. Backgrounds of the same lithology as the local Lithops population and occupied by the same
species as the local population (within species within lithology).
2. Backgrounds of a different lithology as the local Lithops and occupied by the same species
(within species across lithology)
3. Backgrounds of the same lithology occupied by different species of Lithops than the local
population (across species within lithology)
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4. Backgrounds of a different lithology and sampled from a different species than the local Lithops
(across species across lithology)
Similarly to the procedure to calculate local distances, the distance from each Lithops individual to the
nearest 10% of rock ROIs in every image of a foreign background group was calculated separately, and
the mean of these distances was calculated. This was repeated for every plant in the focal population.
Thus the resulting dataset comprised a single mean local distance and four mean foreign distances (one
per foreign category) for each plant sampled from the focal population. This procedure was repeated
for every population in the dataset.

Local adaptation criteria
The above procedure describes what is known as the home versus away criterion (HA) of local
adaptation (Kawecki & Ebert, 2004), where the foreign distances for each population are calculated
between the focal population’s Lithops and the foreign group’s rocks. However, I also assessed local
adaptation according to the local versus foreign (LF) criterion, where the foreign distances are
calculated between the focal population’s rocks and the foreign group’s Lithops. The HA criterion
emphasises the fitness of the local Lithops in their home environment versus foreign environments,
whereas the LF criterion emphasises the fitness of local Lithops genotypes in their home environment
relative to foreign Lithops genotypes. Stated differently, the HA criterion reveals how viable immigrants
from that population will be in foreign environments (relative to their home), while the LF criterion
reveals how viable foreign immigrants to the local population will be (relative to the local plants).
To test whether population-mean local distances are generally lower than population-mean distances to
foreign categories I ran four linear mixed effects models (two for each local adaptation criterion) with
population-mean chromatic or luminance JNDs as response and with category as a fixed factor and
population and species as random factors. Population was specified as a random factor to account for
the repeated measures across lithology categories while species was included to account for the nonindependence of populations within species. Linear mixed models were run using the R package lme4
(Bates et al., 2014). Following each model, four a priori contrasts were run to test which of the foreign
background categories differed from the local category. The a priori contrasts were specified and run
using the R package emmeans (Lenth, 2021).

Results
Selective landscape
Lithologies are quite unevenly represented in the dataset, most populations are found on quartz (16) and
the least on mixed lithologies (6) (Figure 3.1).
Quartz is the brightest lithology (mean luminance = 0.35) followed by calcrete (0.29) and pale
metamorphic (0.28) (Figure 3.1). The mixed, sedimentary and dark igneous or metamorphic (DIM)
lithologies have considerably lower mean luminance (0.18, 0.17, 0.16 respectively). Quartz is the least
chromatic lithology, with a euclidean distance from the grey point (0 GR and 0 YB opponent scores in
RNL space) of 2.07 JNDs (Figures 3.1, S3.1). Calcrete, pale metamorphic and mixed lithologies are
similarly achromatic, with distances from the grey point of 2.13, 2.35 and 2.49 JNDs respectively. DIM
and sedimentary categories are most chromatic with distances from the grey point of 2.83 and 2.96
JNDs respectively.
Lithology categories also vary considerably in their chromatic and luminance spread. For luminance,
quartz is the most variable lithology (sd = 0.16) followed by pale metamorphic (sd = 0.12), while DIM
(sd = 0.086) and sedimentary (sd = 0.076) lithologies have the lowest spreads (Figure 3.1). Calcrete is
the least variable lithology chromatically (Figures 3.1, S3.1; combined GR and YB sd = 0.70) while
mixed is the most (sd = 1.40) and the other lithologies are intermediate (DIM sd = 1.09; pale
metamorphic = 0.95; quartz = 0.95; sedimentary = 0.91).
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Lithops leaf colour variation and trait-environment correlation
General linear models run with species and background coordinates as fixed effects and Lithops
coordinates as response suggest distributions of Lithops frequently overlap considerably with the
distributions of their local rock backgrounds, as implied by very strong relationships between the
coordinates of Lithops and their nearest 10% of local rocks in chroma (R2 G:R opponent = 0.92; Y:B =
0.81) and luminance (R2 = 0.91) (Figures 3.2, S3.2-3.5, Table 3.1).
Lithops chroma and luminance tend to be conserved within species, and diverged across species (facet
plots Figure S3.2, Table 3.1). Lithops species was a significant predictor of luminance (p < 0.001, df =
14) and the G:R opponent score of chroma space (p < 0.05, df = 14), but was not a significant predictor
of the Y:B opponent.

Local adaptation / adaptive divergence
Perceptual distances varied significantly across the background categories for all models (HA
luminance - X2 = 38.49, p < 0.001; HA chroma - X2 = 24.76, p < 0.001; LF luminance - X2 = 73.49, p <
0.001; LF chroma - X2 = 53.66, p < 0.001). Across both local adaptation criteria and visual information
types, match to foreign backgrounds / Lithops genotypes across species is significantly worse than local
match regardless of lithology group (Figure 3.3). For chroma and luminance under the LF criterion and
for chroma under the HA criterion, match to foreign backgrounds / Lithops within species but across
lithology is also significantly worse than the local match. Only for luminance under the HA criterion is
the across lithology within species foreign match not significantly worse than the local match. Under
both criteria and visual information types, match to foreign backgrounds / Lithops within lithology and
within species is not significantly worse than the local match.
40% (21/56) of populations showed a local adaptation signature (ie. match to local background better
than match to at least one of the two within-species foreign background categories) for luminance and
38% (20/56) for chroma under the HA criterion (Figure 3.4). Detection of a local adaptation signature
was more likely in comparisons across lithology. For luminance, 33% (16/48) of across lithology
comparisons were significantly worse matched than the local population while 40% (19/48) were worse
matched for chroma. In contrast, match to foreign backgrounds within lithologies was only significantly
worse in 19% (7/36) of comparisons for luminance and 11% (4/36) for chroma.
The signal of adaptive divergence (ie. local match significantly better than match to at least one acrossspecies foreign background category) was stronger than local adaptation. 57% (32/56) of populations
were significantly better matched to their home background than to one of the foreign background
categories for luminance and 59% (33/56) for chroma (Figure 3.5). Again, comparisons to foreign
backgrounds across lithologies were more likely to be significantly worse matched (27/56 or 48% for
luminance, 31/56 or 55% for chroma) than were comparisons within lithologies (19/56 or 34% for
luminance, 28/56 or 50% for chroma).
The results for the LF criterion were mostly consistent with HA above. A signal of local adaptation
(local Lithops a better match than at least one group of within-species foreign Lithops) was evident in
30% of populations for luminance and 37% of populations for chroma (Figure S3.6). Again, local match
was more likely to be better than across-lithology foreign Lithops match (27% for luminance and 35%
for chroma) than within-lithology foreign Lithops match (19.5% for luminance and chroma). Adaptive
divergence between species is again more evident than local adaptation for the LF criterion. 44% of
populations are adaptively diverged in luminance and 66% in chroma (Figure S3.7). Again, for
luminance, the local match is more likely to be better than the across lithology foreign Lithops match
than the within lithology foreign match (43% versus 32%). However, for chroma, local matches are
more likely to be better than foreign matches within lithology than they are to be better than foreign
matches across lithology (59% versus 55%).
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While local matches are frequently significantly better than foreign ones, the chromatic JNDs to foreign
backgrounds are also often < 1, suggesting camouflage may still be good against foreign backgrounds.
On the other hand, luminance match is often poor (ie JND > 1), both locally and to foreign categories
(Figures 3.4, 3.5, S3.3, S3.4, S3.8 and S3.9).
While there is evidence of local adaptation within species, a reciprocal version of this pattern (ie.
repeated local adaptation in all populations within a species) is not observed under either criterion
(Figures 3.4, 3.5, S3.6, S3.7).

Discussion
This study joins the work of Niu et al. (2017; 2021) in demonstrating that background matching
camouflage is not confined to animals, but is an antipredation strategy also utilised by plants that has
the potential to select for divergent phenotypes across visually divergent backgrounds, potentially
facilitating ecological speciation. The results supporting the finding that Lithops are camouflaged
include the strong trait-environment correlation between Lithops and background colouration for
luminance and chroma, in addition to the local chromatic plant-background distances which are
frequently < 1 JND. However, luminance distances are often > 1 JND, although the greater variability
of the luminance channel relative to the chroma channel may mean that these larger luminance mean
distances do not ‘break’ Lithops camouflage. The signal of local adaptation across lithologies at both
the inter and intraspecific levels provides evidence that camouflage can drive phenotypic divergence of
Lithops and potentially ecological speciation. Unsurprisingly, a signature of local adaptation was not
evident across intraspecific populations on the same lithologies. However, unexpectedly, local
adaptation was evident relative to interspecific populations on the same lithologies, contradicting the
expectation of convergence between species on similar backgrounds.

Local adaptation to different lithologies
Although lithologies overlap extensively they are still distinct from one another in chroma and
luminance (Figure 3.1). Results here suggest that this divergence has consequences for camouflage and
(assuming visual predation) fitness of Lithops, as evidenced by the signal of local adaptation relative to
foreign backgrounds / plants both within and across species (Figure 3.3). Niu et al. (2017; 2021)
reported local adaptation of chroma and luminance between populations in two species of alpine plant,
Corydalis hemidicentra and Fritillaria delavayi, presumably in response to selection imposed by
butterfly herbivory and human collection for medicinal purposes respectively. Both above studies
linked the quality of match (ie the distance between the background and the plant in chroma and
luminance space) to the strength of selection, estimated from leaf damage and collection rates. In
addition, the study (Niu et al., 2021) that explored F. delavayi camouflage in response to human
collection also confirmed that their estimate of plant camouflage predicted search duration / accuracy
using an online search game, providing further evidence that F. delavayi colouration is an adaptive
response to human collection.
The evidence of local adaptation across lithologies at the inter and intraspecific levels suggest that
camouflage might be involved in speciation. The fact that local adaptation was detected across
intraspecific populations on different lithologies implies that selection is strong enough (and gene flow
low enough) that this process can occur at the spatial scale at which populations are distributed. On the
other hand, it is less surprising to observe local adaptation to different backgrounds at the interspecific
level, given that Lithops species are allopatrically distributed and often separated by vast distances
(Hartmann, 2006). This would likely hinder gene flow (Kawecki & Ebert, 2004) and potentially expose
interspecific populations to more divergent visual environments across geologically relevant spatial
scales.
Because Cole’s (1988) Lithops taxonomy relied heavily on leaf colouration to delimit species, and leaf
colour is involved in camouflage adaptation, cases of strong local adaptation across ‘interspecific’
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populations might actually be cases of local adaptation across intraspecific populations. Because local
adaptation implies colour shifts in Lithops, and species are defined using colour, there will be a bias
against detecting local adaptation at the intraspecific level, making the interpretation of the across versus
within species results difficult. Ideally, with knowledge of the evolutionary relationships among the
Lithops taxa (ie a phylogeny), one could directly assess the levels of divergence between sister taxa to
determine whether this is related to camouflage mediated local adaptation.
Colouration serves other adaptive functions which could trade-off with camouflage, limiting the signal
of local adaptation for camouflage. Potentially the most important of these is temperature. Temperature
may exert selection on the size and clarity of Lithops ‘windows’, which are regions of the leaf face
which are transparent and allow light to reach the photosynthetic tissue in the subterranean part of the
leaf (Field et al., 2013). The lack of reflectivity of windows makes them appear darker. According to
Turner & Picker (1993), Lithops leaf pigmentation has very little effect on internal leaf temperatures
(due to a leaf-soil heat shunt), but windows do. Larger and clearer windows raise Lithops internal leaf
temperatures and thus might be constrained in regions with high solar radiation and / or dark
backgrounds. Conversely, quartz fields with their high reflectivity are thought to be cooler than other
habitats (Schmiedel & Jurgens, 2004) potentially allowing for larger and clearer windows. Because
windows are important for photosynthesis, but can constrain camouflage in bright environments, one
could imagine that camouflage and photosynthesis might trade-off in brighter environments, potentially
affecting the signal of local adaptation across lithologies. Additionally, darker backgrounds might
constrain Lithops windows to sizes which are not sufficient for optimal photosynthesis, potentially
limiting colonization of and subsequent local adaptation to darker backgrounds.
Another divergent selection axis which may covary with camouflage is edaphic properties. Presumably,
both the visual properties of backgrounds as well as the soil chemistry will be influenced by lithology.
There is evidence that Southern Africa’s island-like distribution of quartz fields that punctuate a sea of
inhospitable sand has driven diversification of succulent species (Ellis et al., 2006; Ellis et al., 2007;
Musker et al., 2021). Edaphic gradients in properties such as pH and salinity both within and across
quartz fields facilitate local adaptation thus limiting gene exchange between populations through
immigrant inviability (Ellis et al., 2006; Ellis et al., 2007; Musker et al., 2021). In addition, adaptive
swamping through gene flow is prevented by the harsh soil matrix separating quartz fields as well as
the poor dispersal capability of succulents. Whether edaphic properties limit gene flow and promote
speciation in Lithops deserves further investigation, although the fact that the Lithops centre of diversity
(the ‘Gariep centre’) is in the vicinity of South Africa’s major quartz fields (Schmiedel & Jurgens, 2004)
suggests a role for quartz fields and edaphic gradients in generating Lithops diversity. Another
supporting line of evidence for this theory are the high number of Lithops species residing on quartz
lithologies relative to other lithologies (Figure 3.1; Loots, 2019). Presumably edaphic gradients will
exist not just within and across quartz fields but will covary with most lithologies (and thus background
colouration) explored in this study, and thus could reinforce local adaptation across lithologies.

Within lithology patterns
There is little evidence for local adaptation across intraspecific populations occupying the same
lithologies, but there is evidence for local adaptation of interspecific populations occupying the same
lithologies (Figure 3.3). This result is somewhat unexpected, given that convergence of interspecific
populations on similar lithologies is expected. These results suggest there are camouflage relevant
differences within lithology categories, at least at the interspecific level. It is possible that within
lithology variation shows a geographic pattern, with more distinct versions of the same lithology more
likely to occur further from each other. Because populations across species will also tend to be further
apart, this could lead to stronger divergent selection across interspecific populations within the same
lithology. Alternatively, camouflage relevant differences within lithologies at the intraspecific level
might also exist, but gene flow prevents divergence and local adaptation.
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Conclusions
The results of this study provide evidence for camouflage in Lithops succulents and suggests that
divergent selection for camouflage exists across populations occupying different lithologies and to a
lesser extent populations occupying the same lithologies. This divergent selection for camouflage drives
Lithops colour divergence within and across species and perhaps has contributed to Lithops
diversification. However, there are caveats to these findings: This study did not control for phylogenetic
relationships among species when estimating local adaptation, and a phylogeny would allow
comparisons between sister taxa improving our understanding of how frequently background colour
shifts are involved in lineage divergence. Another problem is the uncertainty regarding the
evolutionarily important predators of Lithops species. Lithops are distributed across a vast swathe of
Southern Africa, and the visual systems that selected for Lithops camouflage are likely to be diverse
and potentially very different from the human visual system used in this study. Correspondence between
Lithops and backgrounds (which influences local adaptation signal) will only be expected in
information perceivable by evolutionarily relevant predators. By using a trichromatic system when a
dichromat was the evolutionarily relevant predator may add noise to the local adaptation signal while
conversely, using a trichromat when a tetrachromat was more appropriate may have ignored local
adaptation signal. Thus future work should model Lithops camouflage in dichromatic and
tetrachromatic visual systems. Similarly, knowledge is lacking regarding the intensity of selection by
predators across the landscape, and this is likely to have a very strong impact on the strength of local
adaptation signal across the landscape (Nosil, 2004; Niu et al., 2017; 2021). Finally, chroma and
luminance are not the only factors that influence camouflage. Information derived from the spatial
distribution of chroma and luminance (ie. pattern) can also ‘break’ camouflage (Cuthill & Troscianko,
2009). Anecdotal observation suggests Lithops exhibit significant pattern variation and it is important
to assess whether Lithops patterning is also locally adapted. Finally, the evidence for local adaptation
and camouflage provided by this study is based on a ‘model’ of camouflage (Duncan & Humphreys,
1989; Mihali & Ma, 2020) which to my knowledge has not been validated in the camouflage literature.
Other studies validated that their models of camouflage predict survival in the field (Troscianko et al.,
2016) or the difficulty of search using an online game (Niu et al., 2021). Testing whether the model of
camouflage used in this study predicts search times of Lithops on a computer screen would provide
more confidence that the model accurately estimates fitness derived from camouflage and thus local
adaptation.
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Tables and figures
Table 3.1 Results of general linear models with Lithops luminance / chroma coordinates as response
and rock luminance / chroma coordinates and species as fixed effects

Luminance
Df
F
P
Overall R2

Species
14
4.11
< 0.001

Rock lum
1
334.66
< 0.001

Green-red opponent
Species
14
2.17
< 0.05

Rock GR
1
402.64
< 0.001

Yellow-blue opponent
Species
14
1.22
0.30

Rock YB
1
149.80
< 0.001

0.91

0.92

0.81

Overall F

26.15 (15, 40)

28.87 (15, 40)

11.12 (15, 40)

Overall p

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001
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Figure 3.1 Chromatic (G:R and Y:B) and achromatic (luminance) densities of background rock ROIs
assigned to various lithology groups. The median values for each lithology are indicated by vertical
lines inside the density plots.
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Figure 3.2 Chromatic (G:R and Y:B) and achromatic (luminance) relationships between Lithops and
the nearest 10% of their background rocks. Points are coloured by Lithops species. Note similarly
coloured points often cluster closely.
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Figure 3.3 Mean and 95% confidence intervals of population-mean luminance and chroma distances to
local (within site) versus foreign backgrounds (“home-away” criterion, HA – top panel), and to local
versus foreign genotypes (“local-foreign” criterion, LF – bottom panel).
“Foreign”
backgrounds/genotypes are categorised to capture distances within versus across lithology categories
for both populations within species (ie intraspecific) and different species (interspecific). Stars represent
a significant difference in distances associated with a foreign background / genotype category relative
to the local category at the 5% level according to a linear mixed model. Note distances to across species
categories are always significantly larger than distances to the local background, and distances in the
across lithology categories are always significantly larger than the local distances except for luminance
under the HA criterion.
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Figure 3.4 Luminance and chromatic mean nearest JND distances and confidence intervals in human
visual space between each population’s Lithops plants and the rock backgrounds from the same
population (the local distances) as well as the rock backgrounds from two groups of conspecific
populations (within or across lithology). The lithology of the local population is indicated on the y-axis
labels. PMET = pale metamorphic, SED = sedimentary, CAL = calcrete, QTZ = quartz, MIX = mixed,
DIGMET = dark igneous or metamorphic. Stars indicate local distances significantly smaller than a
foreign group’s distances at the 95% level after Bonferroni correction according to a paired, one-tailed
t-test. 95% confidence intervals in the figure were obtained using a bootstrapping procedure (1000
replicates) on the distances in each group. Species represented by only one population in the dataset
(singlePops) have no foreign within species comparisons.
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Figure 3.5 Luminance and chromatic mean nearest distances between each population’s Lithops plants
and the rocks from the same population (the local distances) as well as the rocks from two groups (same
or different lithology) of heterospecific foreign populations. The lithology of the local population is
indicated on the y-axis labels. A mean distance for each local plant image to all the rock images in each
of the foreign groups is a single data point in the foreign groups, meanwhile the local distance datapoint
is the mean of the distances between that plant and all the rock images in the same population (the local
and foreign distances are to the same plant and are thus paired). PMET = pale metamorphic, SED =
sedimentary, CAL = calcrete, QTZ = quartz, MIX = mixed, DIGMET = dark igneous or metamorphic.
Stars indicate local distances significantly smaller than a foreign group’s distances at the 95% level
after Bonferroni correction according to a paired, one-tailed t-test. 95% confidence intervals in the
figure were obtained using a bootstrapping procedure (1000 replicates) on the distances in each group.
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Supplementary

Figure S3.1 2D density plots showing the distribution of lithology category ROIs in chroma
space.
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Figure S3.2 Relationship between Lithops and the nearest 10% of rocks in chroma (G:R and
Y:B) and luminance broken down by species.
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Figure S3.3 Density distributions of local Lithops, rocks and soils luminance values weighted by
the frequency or count of each substrate (y-axis does not represent actual counts). Thus, the
densities are similar to a smoothed histogram.
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Figure S3.4 Densities of Lithops, rocks and soils green-red opponent values within each
population. Densities of each substrate are scaled by the counts for each substrate. Thus, the
densities are similar to a smoothed histogram.
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Figure S3.5 Densities of Lithops, rocks and soils yellow-blue opponent scores in each population.
Densities are scaled by counts for each substrate, such that they are akin to histograms.
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Figure S3.6 Luminance and chromatic mean nearest distances and confidence intervals between
each population’s rocks and the plants from the same population (the local distances) as well as
the plants from two groups of foreign populations (within or across lithology) conspecific to the
local species. The lithology of the local population is indicated on the y-axis labels. A mean
distance for each local rock image to all the plant images in a particular foreign group is a single
data point in the foreign group, meanwhile the local distance datapoint is the mean of the
distances between that rock image and all the plants in the same population (the local and foreign
distances are to the same rock image and are thus paired). PMET = pale metamorphic, SED =
sedimentary, CAL = calcrete, QTZ = quartz, MIX = mixed, DIGMET = dark igneous or
metamorphic. Stars indicate local distances significantly smaller than a foreign group’s distances
at the 95% level after Bonferroni correction according to a paired, one-tailed t-test. 95%
confidence intervals in the figure were obtained using a bootstrapping procedure (1000
replicates) on the distances in each group. Species represented by only one population in the
dataset (singlePops) have no foreign within species comparisons.
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Figure S3.7 Luminance and chromatic mean nearest distances and confidence intervals between
each population’s rocks and the plants from the same population (the local distances) as well as
the plants from two groups (within or across lithology) of heterospecific foreign populations.
The lithology of the local population is indicated on the y-axis labels. A mean distance for each
local rock image to all the plant images in a particular foreign group is a single data point in the
foreign groups, meanwhile the local distance datapoint is the mean of the distances between that
rock image and all the plants in the same population (the local and foreign distances are to the
same rock image and are thus paired). PMET = pale metamorphic, SED = sedimentary, CAL =
calcrete, QTZ = quartz, MIX = mixed, DIGMET = dark igneous or metamorphic. Stars indicate
local distances significantly smaller than a foreign group’s distances at the 95% level after
Bonferroni correction according to a paired, one-tailed t-test. 95% confidence intervals in the
figure were obtained using a bootstrapping procedure (1000 replicates) on the distances in each
group.
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Figure S3.8 Chromatic and achromatic distances between plant populations and their home
background (red points) as well as every foreign background in the dataset (open circles). Dashed
line indicates the theoretical discrimination threshold. Site lithology codes: PMET = pale
metamorphic, SED = sedimentary, CAL = calcrete, QTZ = quartz, MIX = mixed, DIGMET =
dark igneous or metamorphic.
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Figure S3.9 Chromatic and achromatic distances between a background and its local plant
population (red point) as well as every foreign plant population in the dataset (open circles).
Dashed line indicates the theoretical discrimination threshold. Site lithology codes: PMET = pale
metamorphic, SED = sedimentary, CAL = calcrete, QTZ = quartz, MIX = mixed, DIGMET =
dark igneous or metamorphic.
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Chapter 4: Concluding thoughts: factors promoting the evolution of
camouflage in Lithops
Plant camouflage is believed to be rare and an interesting question is whether this is due to constraints
on the evolution of plant camouflage or whether the apparent rarity is simply due to a lack of attention
paid to plant camouflage (Cuthill, 2019; Niu et al., 2018). Niu et al. (2018) outlined a range of factors
which may inhibit or promote the evolution of camouflage in plants. Interestingly, the Lithops system
exhibits many of the factors which promote camouflage as well as those that ‘break’ the constraints that
are thought to prevent the evolution plant camouflage.
An important constraint on the evolution of camouflage in plants is the fact that they are reliant on green
chlorophyll for survival, which can be conspicuous. While some camouflaged plants appear to have
avoided the photosynthetic costs of non-green leaves (Niu et al., 2014), camouflage will often trade-off
with photosynthesis, as evidenced by the photosynthetic costs of red leaves (Hughes et al., 2007). The
evolution of Lithops’ transparent windows may have been an important event that allowed chlorophyll
to be stored out of sight of predators. While these windows allow for chlorophyll to be hidden in the
interior of the plant, they do not completely free Lithops colouration from photosynthetic constraints,
as these windows themselves appear dark and are necessary for light harvesting (Moore & Langenkamp,
1991). Windows may also have affected camouflage indirectly, as they are believed to have facilitated
the evolution of the subterranean growth form of miniature succulent lineages (Hartmann, 2006), which
in turn may have made certain camouflage strategies more efficacious in Lithops.
Niu et al. (2018) suggest small plant size as another important factor favouring plant crypsis for
‘selective’ and ‘camouflage efficacy’ reasons. Smaller size increases ‘fragility’, as smaller plants are
less likely to survive an attack. This is important as the lack of fragility of plants due to their modular
anatomy (ie. they can more easily replace organs) is perhaps a key factor weakening selection for
camouflage. Small plant size is also thought to make camouflage strategies more efficacious, because
smaller objects are less conspicuous per se and also because backgrounds at small spatial scales are
thought to be more complex and thus facilitate camouflage (Niu et al., 2018).
As miniature succulents, Lithops support the idea that small plant size favours camouflage evolution.
Their small stature makes them vulnerable to attacks and less likely to recover, especially given that
they are chemically undefended, as evidenced by their palatability to humans (Smith & Crouch, 1999).
Additionally, because Lithops are often of a similar size as the pebbles in their backgrounds, this
potentially expands the range of camouflage strategies (ie. improves camouflage efficacy) they can
employ to include masquerade. Masquerade has never been shown in plants (Niu et al., 2018) and it
would be interesting to investigate whether Lithops leaf size is associated with background pebble size
as would be expected under masquerade (Skelhorn et al., 2010). Lithops’ subterranean growth form
might also have facilitated soil mimicry, as it allows for the leaf face to be flush with the soil,
minimizing three-dimensional edge cues available to predators.
The final factor that Niu et al. (2018) suggest is important in the evolution of plant camouflage is habitat
‘openness’. More open habitats increase the salience of visual signals, decrease ‘associational
resistance’, and offer simple search environments (Strauss et al., 2015). Thus, these habitats are
expected to increase selection for plant defense. Similar to other examples of plant camouflage (Niu et
al., 2017; 2021), Lithops often inhabit highly open environments (they are found mostly in arid regions)
where visual signals are unobstructed and associational resistance is low due to low plant density,
though some species (eg L. lesliei) do occupy sparse grasslands (Hartmann, 2006).
The Lithops system displays many of the properties that are believed to facilitate the evolution of
camouflage in plants, and the strong correlations between Lithops and their backgrounds in addition to
the small perceptual distances (in chroma) found in this thesis suggest that Lithops are indeed
camouflaged.
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However, many questions remain regarding the efficacy and evolution of camouflage in Lithops.
Potentially the most fruitful avenue for future work would be to rigorously assess the other adaptive
functions of leaf face colouration, namely its role in plant heat load and photosynthesis. This would
require collecting data on the solar radiation and rainfall patterns across Lithops’ distribution. By
understanding these functions of leaf colouration, we could more accurately assess the relative
importance of camouflage in driving Lithops leaf colour variation. It would also be interesting to assess
the extent to which colour variation is driven by genetic drift.
Alternatively, one could try to validate / improve the estimates of plant camouflage used in this study.
One way to improve our understanding of camouflage in Lithops would be by assessing its efficacy in
other visual systems (eg birds, ungulates) and in other Lithops traits (eg pattern, shape). Understanding
of camouflage in Lithops might also be improved by collecting / analyzing data in other ways to allow
the disentanglement of camouflage mechanisms. For example, one could estimate the relative
importance of background-matching by assessing Lithops outline salience (Cuthill et al., 2005; van den
Berg, 2020) or whether Lithops leaf size is under selection to match pebble size.
Another interesting question is whether Lithops camouflage may be plastic or vary seasonally. Other
Aizoaceae species display plastic responses of pigmentation in response to changing irradiance (Ibdah
et al., 2002). One might expect window size to be increased during the rainy / growing season as the
relative importance of photosynthesis for fitness is enhanced and harmful effects of solar radiation are
reduced (Loots, 2019). How Lithops balances camouflage and flowering should also be explored, as the
effect of flowering on camouflage efficacy is speculated to constrain plant camouflage evolution (Niu
et al., 2018).
Finally, to better understand the importance of camouflage in Lithops’ evolution a phylogeny of the
genus should be constructed so that the drivers of lineage divergence can be explored more accurately.
Other potential divers of adaptive divergence, in particular those which may covary with camouflage /
lithology, for example edaphic (Ellis et al., 2006; 2007) or thermal gradients, should be investigated.
In summary, this thesis has confirmed long-held assumptions regarding camouflage in Lithops ‘stone
plants’ and has laid the foundation for further work regarding the potential role of camouflage in Lithops
speciation. However, many questions remain in the Lithops system that should be answered if we are
to better understand the mechanisms and constraints of camouflage in Lithops and plants more
generally.
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